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CHAPTER I 
THE NEED FOR AN EXEGETICAL STUDY OF THE PARABLES 
OF THE TALENTS AND THE POUNDS 
The purpose of this paper is to present an exeget— 
ical study of the parables of the Talents and the Pounds 
in order to compare them in terms of their content, pur- 
pose, and character. The parable of the Talents is found 
in the Gospel according to St. Matthew (25:14-30), while 
the parable of the Pounds is recorded in the Gospel accord— 
ing to St. Iuke (19:11-27). 
The need for such a study becomes apparent if one 
but scans the various commentaries or specialized parable 
studies which deal with these two stories. Because these 
parables at once demonstrate both a remarkable similarity 
and yet a striking individuality, there is almost a singu- 
lar lack of uniformity on the part of the commentators as 
to the relationship of the one parable to the other. It 
is our intention to deal with these parables rather ex- 
haustively in the light of modern research in an attempt 
to find a solution to this problen. 
We propose to carry out our purpose within the scope 
of four chapters. Chapter II deals with the general 
questions of introduction involved in parable exegesis. 
It is concerned first, to present a brief outline of recent 
tendencies in parable exegesis; second, to define the tern, 
2 
"parable"; and third, to decide on a proper interpretation 
of Mark 4:10-12, where the evangelist records the reason 
for Jesus‘ choosing the parable as a medium for his preach—- 
ing and teaching activity. 
Chapter III reviews the respective contexts of the 
parables of the Talents and the Pounds. First, it takes 
cognizance of the fact that eschatology, both realized and 
futurist, plays a major role in the ground plan of St. 
Matthew's Gospel. At the same time, it demonstrates that 
the question of history is a primary concern in the Gospel 
of St. luke. Furthermore, an examination of the immediate 
contexts of these parables reveals that both are eschato- 
logically oriented. The conclusion, then, is that both 
the parable of the Talents and the parable of the Pounds 
has an identical eschatological reference, despite the fact 
that each Gospel moves within its own unique framework and 
theological orientation. 
Chapter IV presents a detailed analysis of these two 
parables. First, the parables are translated; second, a 
preliminary comparison is made of the two texts; third, 
each text is handled in detail; and fourth, the problem of 
the Sitz im Leben for each parable is discussed. 
Finally, Chapter V summarizes our study. The longer 
discussion may be summed up in the following statements: 
1. Both parables share a common foundation-—the 
story of the master who proves the fidelity of 









Despite the similarity of a common story, however, 
each parable displays a distinct individuelity. 
This tension between similarity and dissimilarity 
suggests that Jesus told the same basic story on 
two different occasions, each time adapting it, 
adding to it, or changing it in order to serve the 
particular situatione This explains why we have 
the two versions as they are. 
Because each evangelist transmits a different 
version of the same basic story, these two 
parables could hardly stem from a single Q 
pericope, but must be traced to the sources M 
and L, respectively. 
In regard to their content, both parables are 
eschatological parables in the narrower sense of 
the term, 1.e., they both relate to the Final 
Judgment and the Second Coming, of Christ. 
Furthermore, both parables are allegorical par=- 
ables, for each evangelist attributes a signifi- 
cance to the characters and events of his story 
which stands beyond their literal meaning. 
Both parables also serve Christian paraenesis-— 
they exhort Christians to absolute diligence in 
the tasks of the Saviore 
Finally, the examination of these parables allows 
us both to appreciate the progress of present 




GENERAL QUESTIONS OF INTRODUCTION IN 
PARABLE EXEGESIS 
A. Some Recent Tendencies in Parable Exegesis 
4A survey of recent tendencies in parable exegesis 
ultimately has to do with the work of three men, namely 
As Jiilicher, C. H. Dodd, and J. Jeremias. It is largely 
by means of the principles these men have laid down thst 
present day scholarship attempts to understand the parables. 
The concern of A. Julicher was to free parable 
exegesis from the allegorical method of interpretation.~ 
In the first volume of his two volume set, Jlilicher traces 
the entire history of parable exegesis beginning with 
the earliest church fathers. He demonstrates how one 
scholar after another persists in forcing the parables to 
support the massive structure of the church's theology. 
Almost every man operates with the fixed principle that 
what the parables do not contain explicitly, they still 
contain inplicitly.? A classic example of such exegesis 
  
1 ; Adolf Jtilicher, Die Gleichnisreden Jesu (zweite 
Auflage; Tibingen: J. CG. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1899), 
I, 50. 
“Ipid., pp. 203ff. 
5tpid. 
5 
is St. Augustine's interpretation of the parable of the 
Good Samaritan. Some of the particulars are the follow-— 
ing: The man in the parable is Adam himself, Jeruselem is 
the heavenly city, Jericho signifies the moon and, there—- 
fore, man's mortality, the thieves are the Devil and his 
angels, the beating of the man is persuading him to sin, 
leaving him half dead refers to man's dichotomous nature-— 
he lives because he knows God but he is dead because he is 
ravaged by sin, the priest and the Levite refer to the 
priesthood and ministry of the Old Testament which are 
powerless to mediate salvation, the Samaritan refers to 
Jesus, the caring for the beaten man is the work of sslva-— 
tion, the beast refers to Christ's incarnation, the inn is 
the church, the "morrow" is the resurrection, the money 
indicates the two precepts of love, and the innkeeper is 
st. Paul. 
Jtilicher's reaction to such fanciful interpretation 
was sharply negative. He asserted that each parable is 
to be understood only in terms of its literal meaning.” 
The one point of contect between the story as such and the 
spiritual truth which it intends to convey is to be found 
in the tertium comparationis.° fhe necessity for this is 
  
4 i 
C. He Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom (revised edi- 
tion; London: Nisbet & Co., 1950), pp. lif. 
PJilicher, Ope cite, PPe 80, 117. 
Stpia. 
6 
twofold: first, it protects the members of a parable 
from being forced to render spiritual truths which they 
do not contain; second, it also guards against attributing 
the members an independent value apart from the whole. 
Furthermore, Jiilicher stressed that the interpreter 
was to concern himself primarily with the meaning of the 
original parable.’ fo do this, one must distinguish 
between tradition and redaction within any unit, between 
the parable as Jesus originally told it and the form in 
which the church has handed it on.® 
The ultimate goal toward which Jlilicher strives is to 
focus the total text of any parable into the broadest sen- 
eral truth which it will admit.? An example of this is 
the following maxim by which he explains the ultimate 
meaning of the parables of the Talents and the Pounds: : 
"auf treue in allem, was Gott uns anvertrout hat."1° | 
Julicher advocates this, of course, partly because such a 
maxim presents a complete defense against the allegorical 
method. Where the allegorist looks for meaning in every 
detail, Julicher sums up the entire parable with a single 
generalization. But Jiilicher further advocates this because 
  
7rpide, pp» 1-24. 
8rpig. 
Irpia., pe 105. 




in his opinion Jesus was primarily a teacher of wisdon. tt 
As such, Jttlicher reasons that it is precisely the general 
maxim which will most suitably bring the origins] meaning 
of any parable to light. 
To summarize, Jilicher emphasizes the following basic 
principles in his parable exegesis: (1) that the exegete: 
is to recover the original parable from the text just as 
Jesus narrated it; (2) that the story of the parable is to 
be understood in its literal terms; (3) and that the ulti- 
mate meaning of a parable is to be rendered according to 
its tertium comparationis as a general maxim. 
Jilicher's arguments were forceful and convincing. 
_As a result, his principles of parable exegesis soon became 
the norm for scholarship in this field. But with the rise 
of Formgeschichte and its emphasis on a specific Sitz im 
Leben for each Gospel pericope, criticism gradually mounted 
against him, particularly at the point of his detached 
“maxim—<type" applications of the parables. 
Perhaps more than anyone else it was C. H. Dodd who 
initiated this criticism. He asserted that Jesus was not 
"an eminently sound and practical teacher, who patiently 
led simple minds to appreciate the great enduring common- 
places of morals and religion, "?= but that, in reality, he 
  
litnia., I, 148ff., 182. 
12noda, op. cite, Pp. 25-  
8 
bore a message of crisis; hence, his parables, too, "bear 
upon the actual and critical situation in which Jesus and 
his hearers stood."1? But this means, argues Dodd, that 
we cannot content ourselves with merely reducing the par—- 
ables to general truths, but that we must understand each 
parable in terms of its role in the mission and message of 
Jesus.?+ 
But this, in turn, implies that the interpreter must 
now determine each "particular setting" in which Jesus 
first delivered any one of his parables.?? One clue for 
this is to be found "in such ideas as may be supposed to 
have been in the minds of the hearers of Jesus during his 
ministry ."*© Once this has been accomplished, Dodd claims 
that it is then possible to determine the original meaning 
of any parable, a meaning which is "congruous with the 
interpretation of His own ministry offered by Jesus in 
explicit and unambiguous sayings. « « nt? 
Thus, Dodd builds on the work of JUlicher. At the 
same time, he offers a radically different view of Jesus’ 
person and work and insists thet the application of the 
parables can be determined only by considering the original 
situation in which Jesus first narrated then. 
  
13tpia., pe 26. 
14thid., pe 24. 
15Ipid., p. 26. 




The emphases which Doda brought forward were adopted 
by Je Jeremiss. The latter's contribution consists in 
carrying Dodd's work to its logical conclusion, but with 
modifications. Whereas Dodd restricts himself to the par— 
ables of the kingdom and interprets them in terms of his 
concept of "realized eschatology, "28 Jeremics deals with 
all of the parables and attempts to determine every insight 
which they offer into the times and message of Jesus. ?? 
In brief, Jeremias works on a broader basis than Dodd. 
Furthermore, whereas Dodd is content to lay down two very 
general rules for deriving the original Sitz im Leben of 
a parable,“° Jeremias rigorously defines no less then nine 
fundamental laws, the application of which is designed to 
locate every possible stratum of tradition and redaction 
recognizable in the parabolic units.+ She immediate goal 
for this is to identify each of the two or more Sitz im 
Leben which any one perablse has served.-= ULtinately, 
however, Jeremias's goal is to work back to the "ipsissimna 
  
18ipid., pe Sle 
19s ouchim Jeremias, Die Gleichnisse Jesu (fiinfte 
Auflage; G8ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1958), passim. 
20podd, op. clte, pe 32. 




vox Jesu."=3 Where Dodd, then, searches the parables in 
order to make them support his concept of realized sescha— 
tology, Jeremias searches them in an attempt to meet the 
"historical Jesus." 
4 summary of recent tendencies in parable exegesis 
reveals the following: 
1. The allegorical nothod of interpretation as 
practiced in former centuries has been generally 
discredited.24 
2. In its place there is the attemot to understand 
each parable in terms of its original Sitz im 
ireeben in the life and mission of Jesus. 
3. This, in turn, hes led scholars to attempt to dis— 
tinguish between tradition and redaction within 
any pareble-—between the parable os Jesus spoke 
it and the parable as we have it in the Gospels. 
4. Recently, some scholars have also made parable 
exegesis serve cegmatic purposes as, for exemcle, 
when Dodd uses the parables to postulate his 
doctrine of re2lized eschatology, or when Jerenias 
uses them to locate the very words of the "his-—- 
torical Jesus."   
Despite the great contributions which Jiilicher, Dodd, 
and Jexemias have made to parable exegesis, that type of 
method which they have developed betrays at least one danger— 
ous weakness which R. Morgenthaler notes-——that the sttempt 
  
23ipid., pe 16. 
24tn order to avoid later misunderstandings, it is 
necessary to point out that one must draw a sharp distinc— 
tion between allegoricai interpretations which are justified, 
and those which are not. The exegete is justified in inter- 
preting a parable “allegorically" when he has good reason 
to believe that the evangelist himself understood the par— 
able in this way. For example, when Matthew, in chap. 24-25,
11 
to derive an origin21 and specific Sitz im Leben for each 
parable can often lead to pure roveisacsnece ae neasure 
the truth of this, one need only read some of the purely 
hypothetical constructions which Doda and Jeremias form- 
ulate in order to reconstruct the original life situation 
of several of the parables. We shall encounter an example 
of this as we advance into our work on the Talents and the 
Pounds e 
B. The Definition of raxaoGo ) 5 
A primary problem of introduction in parable exegesis 
4s the definition of the term "parable." The word itself 
4s the Greek counterpart of the Hebrew f |||) (vashal). 
Togonfe \y may be defined as “eine Redeform, die durch 
Nebeneinanderstellumg von Gleichem, durch Vergleichung zu 
  
presents Jesus' discourse on the last times and the Final 
Judgment and includes in this section a series of parables 
to admonish the disciples to watchfulness and faithfulness, 
it becomes obvious that the master who goes away (Matthew 
24:45,46) and the bridegroom who suddenly appears (Matthew 
2536) are none other than Jesus Christ, that the slaves 
refer to the disciples (Christians) (Matthew 24:45ff), and 
that the Lord's sudden return (Matthew 24:50) refers to 
Christ's Second Coming. In these instances, the entire con- 
text compels one to draw these conclusionse On the other 
hand, for the exegete to proceed allegorically without any 
textual motivation, such as St. Augustine does with the Par=- 
able of the Good Samaritan, is an unjustifiable approach to 
the text. In the last analysis, however, what is justifiable 
in parable exegesis and what is not can only be determined 
most often by sound judgmente Cfe Dodd, one cit., ppne 21, 
153, 162ff53 Jeremias, ope Cite, pp» 43ff. 
25 
Robert Morganthaler, "Formgeschichte und Gleich- 
nisauslegung," Theologische Zeitschrift, VI (Heft 1, 1950), 
 
12 
Stande kommt oder darauf peruht "26 The point to note is 
that rep «Gory emphasizes a comparison of two things 
placed side by side. 
The difficulty, however, is that traditional exegesis 
has been accustomed to make sharp distinctions between the 
various types of comparisons. Jdililicher differentiates 
between metaphor, allegory, and parable, and then divides 
the parable, in turn, into the similitude (Gleichnis), the 
fable (Fabel), and those narratives which present a note—- 
worthy example (Beispielerzuhlung).°” 
But Jeremias has shown that all of these distinctions 
  
are "an unfruitful endeavor" (ein unfruchtbares Bemiihen). 
For the very character of the term Mashal is such that it 
comprehends all of these categories, and, what is more, it 
makes no distinction whatsoever between them.=2 Accordingly,   it is pointless to attempt a detailed definition of Teyan/aehy 
in the interest of bordering off one type of Mashal from 
another. On the other hand, such a definition is valuable 
in that it describes the character of a parable. One such 
definition is the following: 
[A parable] is . . . a connected narrative, whether 
of events in human life or of a process in nature, 
by which some great spiritual truth is illustrated 
or enforced. It is not a mere similie, which may 
  
26su14cher, Ope Cite, De 36. 
27Ipid., pp. S5ff-, 58ff., 80, 98, 114. 
28 yeremias, ope cit., pp. 135f.
13 
be expressed in a single clause; or even a detailed 
comparison of one thing with another; but a little 
history, which might be read merely for its own sake, 
but which, as used by the Great Teacher, was made 
the vehicle of iggtruct ion or warning, of comfort 
or condemnation .“- 
The importent thing to remember is that a parable presents 
@ comp2risone By narrating a story from the realm of 
common, human experience, Jesus presents 2 spiritual truth 
in line with his mission and message. 
CG. The Interpretation of Mark 4:10-12 
Important for the interpretation of any parable is a 
clear understanding of Mark 4:10-12, since it is here that 
we are told the reason for Jesus' speaking in parables. 
This passage reads as follows: 
And when he was alone, those who were about. him with 
the twelve asked him concerning the parables. And 
he said to them, "To you has been given the secret 
of the kingdom of God, but for those outside every- 
thing is in parables; so that they may indeed see 
but not nerceive, and may indeed hear but not under=- 
stand; lest they should turn again, and be forgiven. 
The extreme difficulty of interpreting this passage 
becomes appsrent if one scans several of the commentaries. 
aiilicher, for example, believes that in view of the saving 
character of Jesus' mission, it is impossible to interpret 
Mark 4:10-12, in the sense that Jesus wanted to conceal 
truth rather than reveal it? aiilicher's only explanation 
  
29valliam ¥. Taylor, Parables of Our Savior (New York: 
Hodder & Stoughton, 1386), p. ae 
S0su14cher, op. cits, p- 146 
  
14 
4s that Mark fashioned this saying for a specific reason, 
in this case as an attempt to explain why not everyone who 
heard Jesus’ message belicvéd on hime Mark, then, reasoned 
as follows:, 211 people who heard Jesus did not believe; 
therefore, Jesus intentionally concealed truth as well as 
revealed it.-+ mm this way, silicher postulates a tension 
between Wark and Jesus and claims that it is “either--or"-- 
either believe Jesus when he says that he came in order that 
men might know the truth, or believe Mark who says that 
Jesus purposely concealed the truth by speaking in parables .°- 
Dodd to a certain extent echoes Jiilicher, declaring 
that Wark 4:10-12 is “a piece of apostolic teaching," 
which stems from the Hellenistic world, where "the use of 
myths, allegorically interpreted, as vehicles of esoteric 
doctrine, was widespread, and something of the kind would 
be looked for from Christian teachers.""> so Dodd likewise 
represents a theory of misunderstanding between the early 
church and Jesus e 
A third and very recent interpretation of Mark 4310-12, 
4s that presented by W. Marxsen. Marxsen bases his exegesis 
of the passage on the principles of Redaktionsgeschichte. 
  
3lipia., pe» LAT. 
s2rHid., pe 148~ 





According to him Mark 4:11,12, stem from the hand of Vark.>* 
4s such, they represent redaction and, therefore, are to 
be interpreted out of the age in which Mark lived. Con= 
sequently, this means that we are no longer dealing vith 
Jesus' situation nor the reason why he spoke in parables, 
but that we are dealing with a situation of the early church © 
The followers, then, to whom Jesus addresses this passage, 
represent. the church.?! The point of reference is the 
church's total preaching activity, and not her mere recita- 
tion of parables .° "Me secret of the kingdom of God" 
(Mark 4:11) refers to Jesus’ Messiahship, which has been 
revealed to the church through the spirit.” Those who 
are "without" (Mark 4:11) refers to all who live beyond the 
fold of the church, and because they have no share in the 
Holy Spirit, they are not enlightened, i.e. they do not 
recognize Jesus as the vesaiah.*° The result is that the 
  
Sa 14 Yarxsen, “Redaktionsgeschichtliche Erklarung 
der sogenanten Parabeltheorie des Merkus," zeitschrift 
fiir Theologie und Kirche, LII (Heft 2, 1955), 260. 




39. ide, De 268. 
AOm1a., pp. 268ff- 
 
16 
preaching of the church strikes these people as parables, 
1 Ge, riddles. But because Fark's text also refers to 
repentance and forgiveness, we have here a reference to 
the church's conviction that at any time her preaching may 
take effect so that those who do not believe may repent 
and find forgiveness «2 
While this interpretation is certainly provocative, 
it rests on at least one presuprosition which is very 
questionable--theat Mark 4:11,12 is to be interpreted solely 
out of the time of Mark and not at all from the time of Jesus. 
Jeremias, on the other hand, presents a very accept- 
able interpretation of Mark 4210-12 «49 He explains the 
Greek of our text in terms of its counter-translation into 
Aramaic, and then renders the passage and his conclusion 
as follows: 
“Kuch hat Gott das Geheimnis der Gottesherrschaft 
geschenkt; denen aber, die draussen sind, ist alles 
ritselvoll, auf dass sie (wile geschrieben steht), 
sehen und doch nicht sehen, h$ren und doch nicht 
verstehen, es sei denn, dass sie umkehren und Gott 
4hnen vergebe." Das Logion redet, das ist unser 
Ergebnis, also-gar nicht von den Gleichnissen Jesu, 
sondern von seiner Predigt tberhaupt. Den Jiingern 
  
ALinsa. 
42o1a., De 270. 
Dor. also the fine study of this passage made by 
T. We Kanson, The Teaching of Jesus (seventh edition; 
Cambridge: The University Press, 1951), pp. 57-81. 




ist das Geheimnis der gegenwurtigen Basileia ent— 
hiillt, den Draussenstehenden bleiben Jesu Worte 
dunkel, weil sie Seine Sendung nicht anerkennen und 
nicht Busse tun. So erflillt sich an ihnen die 
furchtbare Weissagung von Jes. 6, 10. Dennoch bleibt 
eine Hoffnung: "tun sie Busse, so wird Gott ihnen 
vergeben." Der letzte Bick ruht auf Gottes ver— 
gebenden Barmherzigkeit. 
According to Jeremias, then, Mark 4:11-12 deals with Jesus’ 
total preaching activity and refers only indirectly to his 
speaking in parables. Seen from this point of view, Mark 
states that the purpose of the parables, even as the pur- 
pose of all Jesus’ preaching, was not to proclaim riddles 
but to preach the one mystery of God's sovereign reign, 
form in which the words were spoken by Jesus approximated 
to what we find in the Targum, and . . . the Marcan version 
rests on a misunderstanding of the Aramaic due mainly to 
the ambiguity of the particle - We may conjecture that 
what Jesus said was: 
To you is given the secret of the Kingdom of God; but all 
things come in parables to those outside who 
See indeed but do not know 
And hear indeed but do not understand 
Lest they should repent and receive forgiveness 
where the last words would seem to mean: ‘For if they did, 
they would repent and receive forgiveness,’ ... The 
passage will then be in complete agreement with what we 
learn elsewhere in the Synoptic Gospels about the nature 
and object of teaching in parables. It will be clear that 
the purpose of parables is not to harden the hearts of the 
hearers, but that it is the hardness of heart of the hearers 
that defeats the purpose of the parables." 




namely, "the mystery of its present "breaking in' in Jesus’ 
word and work.'45 
The strength of this interpretation is-apparent. In 
the first place, it does not postulate a radical misunder- 
standing between Jesus and Mark or between Jesus and the 
church. Second, it ascribes to the parables a dynamic 
role in the preaching of Jesuse Perhaps in a secondary 
way the parables did have the purpose of teasing the people 
WAG O¢ “attracting attention,"*? of into “active thought, 
pointing out that there are "spiritual facts which under- 
lie all processes of nature [ana] all institutions of 
048 on of “convincing even the reluctant human society, 
will of its truth.t49 But all of these purposes are minor 
when compared to the primary intent of the parables--to 
open men's minds to the person and message of Jesus.   At this point we have concluded the general mattcrs 
of introduction which must precede an exegetical study 
of the parables. This opens the way for us to concentrate 
  
45ipia., pe 120 
46noaa, Ope Cite, De 166 
ATraylor, Ope Cite, De Te 
48, schard Chenevix Trench, Notes on the Parables of 
Our Lord (seventh revised edition; New York: D. Appleton 
& Co., 1855), Pe 226 
49, tegfried Goebel, The Parables of Jesus: A Method- 
olo tony Exposition, in Clark's Forel Theological Lib
rary 
inburgh! fT. & T. Clark, 1955), a a
19 
specifically on the chosen parables of the Talents and the 
Poundse In line with this, we shall first consider the 
Gospel context of each parable, then the immediate context 
of each parable, after which we shall relate the two 
parables to each other. 
 
CHAPTER IIT 
A REVIEW OF THe CONTEXTS OF THE PARABLES 
OF THE TALENTS AND THE POUNDS 
A. ‘The Gospel Context of the Parable of the Talents 
The parable of the Talents is found in the Gospel 
according to St. Matthew (25:14—-30). Our first task 
toward understanding this parable is to gain an insight into 
the character of Matthew's Gospel as a whole. This hes been 
most excellently provided for us by H. Waetjen in his unpub- 
lished doctor's thesis on the Transfirmation of Judaism 
According to St. Matthew. In the following paragraphs we 
shall draw liberally from his work. 
According to Waetjen, an snalysis of Matthew's struc— 
ture reveals that this Gospel presents "the theology of a 
realized eschaton."= It is a "gospel of the Kingdom that 
has come, the Kingdom that is here and now. "? 
Working with this theme, Waetjen demonstrates how the 
total pattern of Matthew's Gospel develops this one central 
thought. He points out that in the first chapters of the 
  
lierman GC. Waetjen, "The Transformation of Judaism 
According to St. Matthew" (unpublished doctor's thesis; 
Eberhnard-Karls-Universitdt, Tubingen, 1958). 
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Gospel and in the Sermon on the Mount, Matthew pictures 
Jesus as "Moses redivivus," the fulfillment of Deut. 18:15.7 
  
For like Moses, Jesus was called to deliver God's 
people. like Noses he was persecuted as a baby by 
an evil regent. He came out of Egypt. He performed 
wonders. » « » But most iiiportant of ail, like Moses 
he handed down the Torah.? 
But all of this, says Wactjen once more, "could signify 
only one thing: the eschaton had arrived, the Last Times, 
when Israel's great Exodus would take place, had been insug- 
urated. « « 26 
The next section in Matthew deals with the chapters 
on miracles. Waetjen interprets them as follows: 
To support this proclamation os the inauguretion of 
the Kingdom, to make the arrival of the new Age a 
visible reality to those who are being evangelized, 
Jesus performs miracles. . . concrete signs of 
the divine restoration. .. y 
The miracle chapters, in turn, are followed by the 
sending out of the disciples. Waetjen points up the mean—-   ing of this as follows: 
To achieve the widest circulation of the good news 
of the Kingdom and to give the broadest demonstra— 
tion of its reality by outward signs, Jesus dis- 
patches His disciples, twelve of them, on a propa~ 
ganda mission, endowing them with the 
to heal all maladies and to cast out demons.® 
  
7Ipid., pp. 173£. 
Stpia., De 117A. 
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The climax of this total development, however, is the 
passion. Waetjen explains this as follows: 
The climax of the whole eschetological drama, which 
Matthew is setting forth, is achieved in the passion 
of Jesus and in His subsequent resurrection from the 
dead. As in the preceding narratives of the life, 
words and deeds of Jesus, reference to the prophetic 
doctrine of the Last Times is both implicit and ex-— 
plicit, but here it becomes a conclusive demonstra—- 
tion of the actual and ultimate realization of God's 
Heil in the course of history. At long last the sal- 
vation which Israel and all the tribes of the earth 
yearned for, she salvation which was gradually un- 
folded in the course of history, is a present reality. 
And its reality is contained and culminated in_this 
one person, Jesus the Messiah, the Son of Man. 
But in the passion, contends Waetjen, 
dimensions have been enlarged, for He is no longer 
merely the personification of ths saved remnant. 
His role has been extended to the proportions of the 
gaving remnant. And as the Saving Remnant and the 
Suffering Servant, He identifies Himself with the 
Israel after the flesh, the Israel that must be 
judged, purified, tried by fire, if the new Israel 
is to be born, if God's new covenant is to be 
established and if God is to find that long-awaited 
Kingdom, which is cosmic in scope and is ruled 
directly and immediately by Himself.   
In this way, then, the great and final. exodus is 
achieved. At the death of Jesus divine judgment 
falls upon Israel, of which He Himself is the en- 
bodiment. At the same time the veil of the temple 
is rent, and Jahweh comes forth to crush the 
enemies of Israel, to destroy the power of the hosts 
of evil. Thus, at long last the eschaton has come. 
« « « However, it does not only mean an end; that 
is, the end of "This Age" and its domination by the 
forces of evil. The eschaton also signifies a begin- 
ning; it is the inauguretion of the restoration of 
the Age to Come. And this is validated by the appear— 
ance of the "holy ones" in Jerusalem . .. [who bear] 
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witness to the singular victory of the Lord, and 
by "Christ Himself" in his resurrection. .. . 
For even as He once came out of the waters of the 
Jordan in baptism, so He now arises out of the deep 
waters of death, which had unsuccessfully attempted 
to engulf Him,10 
According to Waetjen, then, the remarkable unity 
which pervades Matthew’s Gospel is its eschatological 
character. Assuming that this analysis is correct, it 
is relevant to inquire how the parable of the Talents fits 
into this theological framework. To do this we now move 
on to examine the parable's immediate context. 
B. The Immediate Context of the Parable of the Talents 
The parable of the Talents is located in the immediate 
context of Matthew 24-25. <A survey of these chapters re— 
veals that they deal specifically with eschatology, but 
that the tense is future rather than present. The follow— 
ing is a brief outline of these chapters.   
1. Matthew 24-25 present a discourse of Jesus directed 
to the disciples. They are on the Mount of Olives 
(Matthew 24:3), and what Jesus says comes as a reply to 
the following question placed by the twelve: "Tell us, 
when will this be [the destruction of the temple (Matthew 24:2)], 
and what will be the sign of your coming and the close of 
the age?" (Matthew 24:3). 
  




2. In answer to this question, Jesus recounts the 
various signs which will forecast the end. He mentions 
the following: there will be the coming of the Antichrist 
(Matthew 24:5); there will be wars and rumors of wars 
(Matthew 24:6ff.); there will be suffering, apostacy, and 
the deceit of false prophets (Matthew 24:9ff.); there will 
be the appearance of the abomination of desolation, the 
flight of Christians, the untimely shortening of the age, 
and the deceit of false prophecy (Matthew 24:15ff.); fin- 
ally, there will also be the signs of the heavens, the sign 
of the fig tree, and the comparison of the last days with 
the days of Noah (Matthew 24:29ff.). 
3. Once Jesus has recounted the signs, he underscores 
this teaching by admonishing the disciples to be watchful 
and faithful. He does this by narrating a series of par- 
ables as follows: (a) even as the householder who expects 
a thief is watchful, so the disciples "must be ready; for 
the Son of Man is coming at an hour you do not expect" 
(Matthew 24:42ff.); (b) or even as the slave is to be faith- 
ful and wise who is set over the master's household while 
he is away, so each disciple, too, is to be "faithful and 
wise," otherwise "the master of that servant will come on 
a day when he does not expect him and at an hour he does 
not know, and will punish him" (Matthew 24:45ff.); (c) or, 
again, even es there were ten maidens who were waiting for 
the bridegroom but only five were wise enough to bring the 
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necessary oil which their lamps would require for the long 
watch, so the disciples are to be prepared and "watch . . e 
for you know neither the day nor the hour" (Matthew 25:1ff.); 
(a) or, finally, even as the first two slaves were diligent 
while their lcerd was away and were not as the third slave 
who did nothing, so the disciples are to be diligent in 
carrying out the tasks of their Lord as long as He is 
"away" (Matthew 25:14ff.). 
4. As the conclusion to this discourse, Jesus pre- 
sents a description of the end of the world and the Final 
Judgment of all nations, a judgment in which the "Son of 
Man" will separate the "righteous" from the "cursed" and 
will bless the former but punish the latter (Matthew 25:31ff.). 
With this outline in mind, we may draw the following 
conclusions in regard to the nature of the parable of the 
Talents and its immediate context. 
1. Matthew, as an eschatological Gospel, distinguishes 
between "realized eschatology" and "futurist eschatology ."2+ 
Seen from Matthew's point of view, this means that though 
the "end" has come (since Jesus of Nazareth is the Christ 
and has ushered in the messianic age), yet the "end of the 
end" has not (for Jesus has not yet manifested himself be- 
fore the nations as the King of Power and Judge of the 
  
11 Ibid. - 194. Cf. also C. H. Dodd, The Parables 




world). Matthew's Gospel, then, preaches a "now . » » 
but not yet." 
2. But it is exactly this tension which explains the 
relationship of Matthew 24-25 with the rest of the Gospel. 
In the rest of the Gospel Matthew emphasizes primarily a 
realized eschatology. Here Matthew emphasizes primarily 
a futurist eschatology. 
3. This, in turn, explains the relationship of the 
parable of the Talents both with regard to its immediate 
context and with regard to the Gospel as a whole. From 
the point of view of the total Gospel, the parable of the 
Talents is a futurist eschatological parable. Viewed in 
terms of its immediate context, the parable of the Talents 
admonishes the disciples to faithfulness in view of the 
Final Day of Judgment and the anticipated sudden return 
of the Son of Man. 
CG. The Gospel Context of the Parable of the Pounds 
One of the most assured results of recent New Testa— 
ment scholarship is that the Gospel of Luke and the book 
of Acts form two halves of the same whole.?@ If this is 
true, then no attempt to understand the one can ignore the 
other. 
 
1271 rich luck, "Kerygma, Tradition und Geschichte 
Jesu bei Lukas," Zeitschrift flr Theologie und Kirche, 
LVII (Heft 1, 1960), 51f., makes the following statement: 
“Aber besonders der Zusammenhang des Evangeliums mit der 
Apostelgeschichte kann uns dazu helfen, den eigentlichen
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fhe beginning of the book of Acts makes it clear that 
it is a record of the fulfillment of the angel's prophecy 
to the disciples--that they are to be the witnesses of 
Christ who will bring the Gospel message into “Jerusalem 
and in all Judea and Samaria and to the end of the earth" 
(Acts 1:8). In hsrmony with this, the opening chapter of 
Acts finds the disciples in Jerusalem, and the last chapter 
closes with Paul in Rome (Acts 28:16). So Acts records 
the history of the early church as it spreads the message 
of salvation. 
Luke's Gospel, on the other hand, presents primarily 
the history of Jesus. The prologue of Luke and the begin- 
ning of Acts make this evident. Acts records this as 
follows: "in the first book [Luke's Gospel], 0 Theophilus, 
LI have dealt with all that Jesus began to do and teach, 
until the day when he was taken up .. ." (Acts 1:12). 
The Gospel, in turn, paraphrases the same thing as follows: 
Inasmuch as many have undertaken to compile a narre- 
tive of the things which have been accomplished among 
us, just as they were delivered to us by those who 
from the beginning were eyewitnesses and ministers of 
the word, it seemed gcod to me also, having followed 
  
theologischen Entwurf zu erfassen, in dem Lukas die 
Geschichte Jesu und die der ersten Kirche sieht. 
Dabei ist zu beachten, dass sich schon das Vorwort des 
Bvangeliums auf das ganze Werk bezieht, so dass eine 
sachgemisse Beurteilung des Evangeliums ohne die Apostel- 
geschichte ebenso unméglich ist wie die der Apostel-— 
geschichte ohne dgs Evangelium. 
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all things closely for some time past, to write an 
orderly account for you, most excellent Theophilus, 
that you may know the truth concerning the things of 
which you have been informed. (Luke 1:1-4). 
According to both of Luke's books, then, the Gospel he 
wrote is a history of Jesus even as the book of Acts is a 
history of the early church. +? 
The historical perspective of Luke's Gospel helps to 
explain Luke's concern to link Jesus' history with world 
history; also, why he designates specific times and even 
dates (Cf. Luke 1:15; 1:24ff; 2:1ff.; 2:42; 3:1ff.3 3:23ff.; 
7; 24:1). Regardless of how one finally schematizes Luke's 
theology, one thing is clear--the factor of time plays a 
central role in the ground plan of his work. 
Whereas Matthew writes his Gospel from an eschatolog= 
ical point of view, Luke writes his Gospel from a histor— 
ical point of view. This distinction, however, is by no 
“means absolute. It intends only to point out a specific 
characteristic of each Gospel, not to assert that Matthew 
has little historical consciousness or that Luke has only 
a minor concern for eschatology. 
At any rate, if Luke writes his Gospel from a historical 
  
13tn making this statement, we do not mean to say 
that Luke is concern:d to present a chronological, 
biographical sketch of Jesus' life. That Luke's primary 
concern in writing his Gospel and even organizing his 
maverse wae Sheolostces aa pature Tet catiece conceal 
Cf. ms Conzelmann, e e der Ze e er 
pubes eave Auflage; Tibingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 
1960). 
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point of view, it is now necessary to determine how the 
parable of the Pounds relates itself to this perspective. 
fo do this we turn to examine the parable's immediate 
context. 
D. The Immediate Context of the Parable of the Pounds 
The parable of the Pounds is located in the central 
section of Luke's Gospel which extends from Iuke 9:51-19:27. 
In fact, it is the parable of the Pounds which closes this 
section. Between it and the following pericope (Jesus' 
entry into Jerusalem (Iuke 19:28ff.)) there is a clear 
line of demarcation. 
On the other hand, an examination of the context which   precedes the parable shows that it has a close affinity to 
the Zacchaeus pericope which stands immediately before it 
(luke 19:1ff.). This pericope, in turn, is clearly bordered 
off from its preceding context (Luke 18:35-435). Accord= 
ingly, the immediate context of the parable of the Pounds 
includes the parable itself and the story of Zacchaeus 
(Luke 19:1-27). 
The key for understanding this section seems to lie 
in the last two verses of the Zacchaeus story (Luke 19:9-10), 
together with the introductory verse of the parable 
(luke 19:11). These passages read as follows: 
And Jesus said to him, "Today salvation has come to 
this house [refering to Jacckaeus' conversion], since 
he also is s son of Abraham. For the Son of Man 
came to seek and to save the lost."
30 
As they heard these things, he [Jesus] proceeded to 
tell a parable, because he was near to Jerusalem, 
and because they supposed that the kingdom of God 
was to appear immediately. 
According to these verses, the immediate context of 
the perable of the Pounds sets up the following situation: 
the location is the house of Zacchaeus or the immediate 
environs (Luke 19:9), and the circumstances are Jesus’* 
nearness to Jerusalem, which is the goal of the long journey 
he undertook already with Luke 9:51, together with the 
saving nature of his ministry, which led the people to 
believe that he was about to inaugurate the visible king- 
dom of God in the capital city. In view of this situation, 
Jesus spesks the parable of the Pounds, one purpose of 
which is to correct the false notions which the people her- 
bored about the kingdom of God (Iuke 19:11). 
This analysis makes it apparent that the concept of 
the kingdom of God occupies a central position in the in- 
mediate context of the parable of the Pounds. To determine 
the relationship of this section to the total Gospel, there- 
fore, it is necessary to determine what Luke means when he 
uses this phrase, the kingdom of God. 
In Imke's theology, the coming of the kingdom of God 
is something which occurs only at the end of the ages when 
the Son of Man appears "in a cloud with power and great 
glory" (Luke 21:27), when 
there will be signs in sun and moon and stars, and 
upon earth distress of nations in perplexity .. . 
men fainting with fear and with foreboding of what 
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is coming on the world; for the powers of the 
heavens will be shaken (Luke 21:25-26). 
It is then, and only then, says St. Luke, “when you see 
these things taking place 2 ftnat] you know that the king- 
dom of God is near" (Luke 21:31). 
Thus, for Luke the breaking in of the kingdom of God 
is an eschatological event, and it takes place when "heaven 
and earth will pass away" (Luke 21:33). This is the reason 
why in Luke's Gospel Jesus never preaches that "the king- 
dom of God is at hand," as he does in Mark (1:15) and 
Vatthew (5:17). For in Luke's perspective the kingdom of 
God as such comes with the Second Coming of Christ and not 
with Jesus’ earthly ministry .2* 
But this is not to be understood in the sense that 
Luke represents a totally "different" theology from that 
of the other evangelistse It does mean, however, that he 
represents a different perspective. That his theology cor- 
responds generally with the other synoptics is proven 
from the fact that Luke, as well as the other evangelists, 
sees a new aceon ushered in with the life and death of 
Jesuse The difference, however, is that whereas the 
others prefer to designate this new aceon as the "kingdom 





For our purposes the foregoing is important for draw 
ing the following conclusions concerning the relationship 
of the parable of the Pounds to its immediate context and 
to the Gospel of Luke as a whole. 
1. tULuke writes his Gospel from an historical per— 
spective, not an eschatological perspective. This means 
that eschatology is but one phase of Luke's theology; it 
does not summarize his entire Gospel, as it does the Gospel 
of Matthew. According to Luke, eschatology deale with the 
Final Judgment and the Second Coming of Christ.?? 
2. The immediate context of the parable of the Pounds 
concerns itself with eschatology. The relationship of 
the immediate context to Luke's entire Gospel is the rela— 
tionship between Luke's theology as a whole and one of its 
particular doctrines. Or, seen within Luke's historical 
perspective, this relationship is that which exists between 
an age (new age ushered in with Jesus) and the end of the 
ages (Jesus’ Second Coming). 
3. The relationship of the parable of the Pounds to 
Iuke's total Gospel, then, is that it is an eschatological 
parable--it asserts that the coming of the kingdom of God 
occurs at the end of the ages. In relation to its immedi- 





Jesus is near to Jerusalem and the people see the effects 
of his saving ministry (Luke 19:9,10), nevertheless this 
does not mean that he will inaugurate a visible state to 
be ruled by God. Much more than looking for a visible 
state, this parable calls Christians to use the present 
time to prove themselves faithful in the tasks of the Lord. 
E. The Relationship between the Gospels of Matthew 
and Luke in Terms of the Parables of 
the Talents and the Pounds 
Thus far we have established that Matthew's Gospel is 
eschatologically oriented and constructed in terms of a 
tension between realized and futurist eschatology. On the 
one hand, Matthew claims that the end has already come with 
the person and work of Jesus, the Messiah. On the other 
hand, he also states that the end of the end, i.e. the 
absolute, visible manifestation of what has slready occurred, 
is still to be realized in the Second Coming of Christ. 
So Matthew defines eschatology in a narrower and wider sense. 
| iuke, on the other hand, while also understanding that 
a new age has dawned in the earthly appearance of Jesus 
Christ, does not define this as the end. For him the end 
first comes with the Second Coming of Christ. So for luke 
eschatology is defined in the narrower sense only. What 
Matthew calls the end of the end, Iuke calls merely the end. 
But in regard to the parables of the Talents and the 
Pounds specifically, each evangelist applies his particular 




parable of the Talents is a futurist eschatological par- 
able, and in Iuke the parable of the Pounds is an eschato— 
logical parable. But futurist eschetology in Matthew 
refers to the Second Coming of Christ, even as all escha= 
tology in Luke. The relationship between Matthew and 
Luke in terms of the parables of the Talents and the Pounds, 
then, is that each one understands his particular parable 
in terms of the Final Ind and the Second Coming of Christ. 
These Gospels display a different orientation, therefore, 
but at the point of these two parables both:evangelists 
stand at the same place. 
Perhaps this similarity of view despite a difference 




     
 
1. Matthew's Point of View!® END 
Jesus' Karthly Appearance Second Com 
"Beginning of the End” "End of the End'\4   
  
Parable of the Talents 
                            
The birth of Jesus ushers in the end. Time is eschatologf— 
cally viewed as a point. From now 0 istory unfolds thin 
this point--the end is here but within y dis- 
tinguish between a beginning of the end and an end of the 
end. The parsble of the Talents refers to the end of the 
end=—the Second Coming of Christ. 
2. tluke's Point of View!” 
Jesus' Earthly Appearance Second Coming 
(Luke's Gospel) "End" 





The birth of Jesus ushers in a new ase. But this new age is 
not the end. History unfolds much more in terms of a line 
rather than within a point, so that the end refers to the 
final return of the Savior. The parable of the Pounds refers 
to the end-—-—the Second Coming of Christ. 
  
16r¢ our investigation of aD bila ed ea a eorrears 
then Oscar Cullmann, Christus und e Ze gweite Auflage; 
Tibingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1957), p. 71, has 
correctly captured Luke's historical perspoctive but has 
completely misunderstood Matthew's eschatological point of 
view. Cullmann postulates the "line" as the time perspective 





At this point we heve now oxemined the various contexts 
of the Talents and the Pounds, respectively. Our next task 
is to concentrate on the texts of these psrables in order 




THE DETATLED ANALYSIS OF TH PARABLES OF 
THE TALENTS AND THE POUNDS 
A. The Translation of These Parables 
1. The Translation of the Parable of the Talents 
(Matthew 25:14—30) 
"For it is just as when a man, about to go on a 
journey, called his slaves snd entrusted his property to 
them. (15) To one he gave five talents, to another two, 
and to another one, to each according to his own ability; 
and he went away. (16) Immediately the one who received 
the five talents went and traded with them, and he made an 
additional five. (17) So also he who had the two talents 
made an additional two. (18) But the one who received 
the one talent went off and dug a hole in the ground, and 
he hid his master's money. (19) After a long time, the 
master of those slaves returned, and he settled accounts 
with them. (20) He who had received the five talents 
stepped forward, presented the additional five talents, 
and said, ‘Lord, you entrusted me with five talents; here, 
I have made five additional talents.' (21) His master 
said to him, ‘Well done, good and faithful slave! You 
were faithful in managing a few things, I shall put you in 




(22) Also he who had the two talents stepped forward and 
said, ‘Lord, you entrusted me with two talents; here, I 
have made two additional talents.' (23) His master said 
to him,’ *Well done, good and faithful slave! You were 
faithful in managing a few things, I shall put you in 
charge of many things. Enter into the joy of your lord!' 
(24) And he who had received the one talent likewise 
stepped forward and said, 'I knew you to be a hard man, 
lord, reaping where you did not sow, and gathering where 
you did not winnow. (25) And bedause I was afraid, I went 
off and hid your talent in the ground. Here, you have 
what is yours.' (26) But his master answered him in reply, 
‘Wicked and slothful slave, you knew that I reap where I 
did not sow, and gather where I did not winnow? (27) Then 
you should have taken my money and given it to the bankers, 
and when I came, I would have received that amount (what 
was mine) with interest. (28) Therefore, take the talent 
from him and give it to him who has the ten talents. (29) 
For to every one who has shall more be given, and he shall 
have a great abundance. Sut from him who has not, even 
that which he has shall be taken away. (30) And throw 
the worthless slave into the darkness outside; there one 
finds (there shall be) weeping and gnashing of teeth.'" 
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2. The Translation of the Parable of the Pounds 
(Imke 19:11-27) 
And as they heard these things, he went on and told 
them a parable, because he was near to Jerusalem and they 
supposed that the kingdom of God was about to appear 
immediately. (12) He said, therefore, "A nobleman was 
about to go to a distant country in order to obtain royal 
power for himself and then return. (13) And he called ten 
of his slaves and he gave them ten minas and said to them, 
"Do business with these until I return." (14) But his 
countrymen hated him, and they sent a delegation after him 
who seid, "We do not want this man to rule over us.' 
(15) And it happened, after he returned, having received 
the royal power, that he ordered these slaves, to whom he 
had given the money, to be called in in order that he might 
lkmow what each had gained by trading. (16) The first one 
came forward and said, ‘Lord, your mina has earned ten more 
minas.' (17) He said to him, ‘Well done, good slave! 
Because you were trustworthy in a very little thing, you 
shall have authority over ten cities.' (18) The second 
one came and said, ‘Your mina, lord, has made five minas.' 
(19) He said also to him, ‘And you shall be over five 
cities.' (20) Then the other one came and said, ‘Lord, 
here is your mina, which I kept laid away in a napkin. 
(21) For I feared you, because you are a severe man, with- 
drawing what you did not deposit, and reaping what you did 
not sow.' (22) He said to him, ‘Out of your own mouth I 
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will convict you, wicked slave. You knew that I am 2 
severe man, withdrawing what I did not deposit, and reap- 
ing what I did not sow? (23) Then why didn't you give my 
money to the bank, and when I came I could have collected 
it with interest?' (24) And he said to those who were 
standing by, "Take the mina from him and give it to him 
who has the ten minas.' (25) (But they said to him, "Lord, 
he has ten minas’') (26) 'I say to you, that to everyone 
who has shall more be given, but from him who has not, 
even what he has shall be taken away. (27) But as for 
these enemies of mine, who did not want me to rule over 
them, bring them here and slaughter them before me.'" 
B. A Preliminary Comparison of the Texts 
of These Parables 
A preliminary comparison of the texts of the parables 
of the Talents and the Pounds produces the following   
results: 
1. In a word for word comparison Matthew and Luke 
agree with each other in forty-eight instances exactly 
(approximately 20 per cent of the text), and in eleven 
other instances they use the same word but place it in a 
different conjugation or declension, as the case may be. 
In addition, there are frequent instances where the words, 
though not the same, are nevertheless synonymous, namely 
“aedya av (Matthew 2B 214) in place of srs cvs 
£25 Aibeoov Ae ul (huge 19:12), or £4744 
(Matthew 25:22,24) in preference to Agys vy (Luke 19:18,20),
etc. 
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On the basis of vocabulary alone, therefore, the 











In terms of shared characteristics, both parables 
the following story: 
There is a master or lord of wealth, 
who takes a long journey, 
who entrusts a portion of his wealth to several 
of his slaves, 
who expects that they make good use of their trust, 
who returns and calls these slaves (three) to 
account, 
who commends and rewards the first two slaves 
because they have increased the trust they had 
received, 
who condemns the third slave for being unfaithful 
since, despite the fact thet he had preserved what 
had been given to him and was prepared to return 
it exactly as he had received it, nevertheless his 
uny) LTingnens to work for the lord revealed his 
guilt, 
who takes that which was entrusted to the third 
slave and gives it to the first of the former two 
slaves, 
who deprives the third slave of fellowship with 
him by giving him no reward. 
3. In terms of differences, these two parables reflect 
the folbiowing: 
Matthew iuke 
The lord is a wealthy a. The lord is a nobleman 
be 
business man (Mt. 25:14) or prince (Lu. 19:12). 
three slaves receive the b. ten slaves receive the 







the trust is in talents 
(Mt. 25:15) e 
the talents are distrib-—- 
uted by 5, 2, and l, 
respectively 
(Mt. 25:15) 
the first two slaves 
increase their charge by 
100 per cent each 
(Mt. 25:20,22). 
the lord sets the first 
two slaves over much, but 
each receives the same 
reward (Mt. 25:21,23). 
the third slave preserved 
his money by hiding it in 
a hole in the ground 
(Mt. 25:18,25). 
the third slave is thrown 
into the darkness outside 
(Mt. 253 30) e 
both of the worthy slaves 
share in the joy of their 








the trust is in minas 
(Iu. 19:13). 
the minas are distri- 
buted so that each 
slave receives but one 
(Im. 19:13). 
the first two slaves 
increase their charge by 
1LO000per cent and 500 per 
cent respectively 
(Iu. 19:16,18). 
the lord rewards the 
first slave with rule over 
ten cities and the second 
slave with rule over five 
cities (Iu. 19:17,19). 
the third slave preserved 
his money by hiding it in 
a napkin (lu. 19:20). 
the third slave loses his 
charge, but it is not 
explicitly said that he 
suffers further punishment 
(Iu. 19:24ff,) e 
there is a prince who 
wants a crown, but his 
countrymen hate him and 
send a delegation to thwart 
his attempt for tke throne 
(Iu. 19:135f.). 
the prince is successful in 
gaining the crown, however, 
and when he returns home he 
slays all the citizens who 
hated him 2nd had opposed 
him (Iu. 19:15,27). 
In terms of the preceding sinilarities end differences 
between the parables of the Talents and the Pounds, we may 
draw the following conclusions: 
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1. Though there are many minor differences between 
the parables of the Talents and the Pounds, it does not 
alter the fact that there is a basic story, completely suf- 
ficient in itself, which underlies. these two parables. This 
story deals with the lord who goes on a long journey, 
entrusts his wealth to his trusted slaves, and then returns 
to call them to account. The climax of this story, as 
well as its moral, lay in the dealings of the lord with the 
third slave.+ 
2,° At the same time Luke's version presents a second, 
independent story, which has been subordinated to the first. 
This is the story of the prince who appeals for the right 
to rule over the land in which he lives, who is opposed by 
the citizens who hate him, but who is successful in his 
efforts, returns as king, and slays his enemies. While the   
parable of the Talents presents a variation of merely the 
one story, Luke's version is a combination of two stories 
fused into one. 
3. These similarities and differences between the par—- 
ables of the Talents and the Pounds are most probably to 
be traced to Jesus himself. The most plausible explenation 
  
1 : C. H. Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom (revised edi- 
tion; London: Nisbet & Co., 1950), Dp» fs 
@Joachim Jeremias, Die Gleichnisse Jesu (fiinfte Auflage; 
GBttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1958), pp. 50f. Here- 
after this work is referred to as Jeremias, Gleichnisse. 
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is that Jesus used the same basic story on two different 
occasions, changing it and adapting it to suit his own 
purposes. It does not seem likely to us that Jesus spoke 
but one parable and that subsequent redaction is to explain 
the wide variations. We base this conclusion on the fol- 
lowing arguments: 
ae J. Jeremias, in examining the various sources of 
Gospel parable material, comes to the conclusion that the 
redaction of these two parables, which is almost totally 
of an allegorical nature, must have taken place before the 
time of Matthew and Luke.* Accordingly, we see in this 
argument at least the possibility that the variations could 
stem from Jesus himself. 
be Furthermore, H. Riesenfeld argues quite forcefully 
that the Jewish heritage of the early Christian church 
was such that the preservation of early Christian tradition, 
especially the logia of Jesus, must be considered in terms 
of the methods of transmission which the Jews used in the 
preservation of their tradition of the Elders.” If this is 
  
Jour conclu ton is shared by scene pee sueeeyece The 
dom of Heaven in Parables ranslated by Dav: leimann; 
ean Louis: B. Herder Book Cos, 1960), pp. 165f. 
+ Jeremias, Glieichnisse, pe 56. 
PHarald Riesenfeld, The Gospel Tradition and its 
Beginnings (London: A. R. Mowbray & Co., 1957), pp. LOff. 
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ths case, then it is out of the question that the words 
of Jesus were heavily redacted between the time in which 
Jesus spoke them and the time in which the evangelists 
- reproduced then. 
From the point of view of the time span alone, there- 
fore, it weuld be difficult to postulate that kind of 
redaction on a single parable of Jesus which could explain 
the wide variations we now have. for if Matthew and Iuke 
are not responsible for these wide differences, as Jerenmias 
asserts,° then we move considerably closer to the time of 
Jesus. But this means thet the original parable must have 
undergone major redaction within a very short period of 
time. But again, Riesenfeld has shown that it is out of 
harmony with the character of the early church to postulate 
such heavy redaction’~-even more so within a very short 
period of time. 
These considerations lead us to the conclusion which 
we have already stated above--that Jesus used the same 
original story on two separate occasions, adapting it each 
time to serve his own purposes, ‘The strength of this con- 
clusion is that it does full justice both to the similar— 
ities and differences which these parables revel, as well 
as to what seems to have been the case in regard to the 
  
Ssupra, pe 44. 
7supra, pe 44. 
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transmission of the early church's oral tradition. 
A prelininary comparison of the parables of the 
Talents and the Pounds, then, reveals that these parables 
are basically related to each other in that the same original 
story lies at the foundation of poth.® She major difference 
between them is that Imke's account presents us with a 
fusion of the original story with a second story. This dif- 
ference, es well as the many minor variations, suggests 
that Jesus adapted the original story on two different 
occasions to suit his own purposes. 
At this point we are now prepared to move into the 
detailed exegesis of the parables of the Talents and the 
Pounds. Our method will be the following: as a matter 
of procedure, we shall deal with the texts verse by verse 
and comment on what we consider to be the pertinent words 
or phrases; as a matter of interpretation, we shall attempt 
to distinguish between those remarks which pertain to the 
story of the parable as such, and those which pertain to 
its "allegorical" (in the sense of theological) interpre- 
tation. 
  
8mnis conclusion is also shared by B. T. D. Smith, 
The Parables of the Synoptic Gospeis (Cambridge: The 
University Press, 19 5 De 162. 
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CG. The Exegesis of These Parables 




eres 07? -~This phrase indicates the close relation- 
ship between the parable of the Talents ond the preceding 
parable of the Wise and Foolish Virgins. Hence, the dis— 
course on the talents is also to be viewed as a parable of 
the "kinedom of the heavens" (Matthew 25:1). The transla— 
tors of the King James Version? actually included this 
latter phrase in the English text of v. 14, though it fails 
completely in the Greek. 
oy wreos —-—-Ln regard both to the story of the parable 
and its allegorical interpretation the ccumentators dis— 
agree as to the identification of the "man." Within the 
framework of the parable, G. Morgan believes that he was 
a king.~? But Morgan seems to be influenced both by 
Matthew's following description of the Last Judgment 
(Matthew 25:34), as well as by Iuke's parallel version of 
the parable of the Pounds (Luke 19:12). The most natural 
interpretation would seem to be the common one—-thet here 
  
Ho Bible, King James Version, Matthew 25:14. Here- 
after this work is referred to as KdV. 
10 G. Campbell Morgan, The Parables and Metaphors of 
Our Lord (New York: Fleming H. Revell Co., Tors), De 153-6 
eee fter this work is referred to as Morgan, Parables.
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we are dealing with a businessman of some means.t+ 
Allegorically, H. Major! and A. M!Neile!? maintain 
the following hypothesis: they hold that this man is God, 
end that the slaves refer to Jews rather than to the dis- 
ciples or to Christians. This would seem to be valid if 
Major and M'tNeile are thinking of the original story 
which lies behind this parable somewhat as we beve outlined 
it above. -* For the original story could well stem from 
“Jewish tradition, and in that case the man would be Jahweh, 
the slaves would be the children of Israel, and the point 
of the story would he that "those who are fsithful, snd 
ready for the day of reckoning, are those who prove dili- 
gent in the fulfillment of life's duties.")? 
In Metthew's opinion, however, the man certainly refers 
to Jesus. For even as this man takes 2 jcurney, entrusts 
his wealth to his servants, and then returns to prove then 
in terms of their feithfulness and diligence to their tasks, 
so Jesus ascends into heaven, sntrusts his Word and work to 
  
11seremias, Gleichnisss, p. 50. 
125, p. A. Major, 7. We Manson and C. J. Wright, The 
Mission and Message of Jesus (New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 
1938), De 535. in the body of the paper this work is re- 
ferred to only under the name of Major. 
  
13a.an Hugh M’ 2 ing to St. Matthew gh M’Nsils, The Gospel Accord o . N
(London: Macmillan & Co., 1949), p. 363% 
l4tsupra, ppe 55f. 




Christians (the church), end will return cne day to prove 
them in terms of theiz faithfulness and diligence in ful- 
filling their tasks (Cf. Matthew 25:31-46). Furthermore, 
the very context of the Talents demands this interpreta— 
tion.2© 
Sevdoug__oxtually, this word is to be rendered as 
"slave" in favor of the weaker "servant" (Revised Standard 
Version).+7 
The behavior of both master and slaves as depicted in 
the parable reflects the practices of Jewish slavery re—- 
markatly well. As an institution, slavery seems to have 
been well established in Palestine at the time of Jesus.18 
There wera slaves of both Jewish and Gentile origin, though 
the number of the former was quite smell. Definite dis- 
tinctions, however, were made between the twe races in 
regard to the privileges or "rights" they enjoyed. ‘he 
most basic distinction was that the Jewish slave could re- 
gein his freedom after not more than six years of service, 
while the Gentile slave remained in bondage for lize,7? 
  
1Ssupra, pp. lif. 
1?7Holy Bible, Revised Standard Versicn, Matthew 25:14. 
Hereafter this work is referred to as RSV. 
18s,echim Jeremiss, Jerusalem gur Zeit Jesu (zweite 
Auflage; Goettingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1958), p. 218. 
Hereafter this work is referred to as Jeremiss, Jerusalem. 
193eremias, Jerusalem, pp. 184, 217. 




In fact, the Jewish slave was hardly considered less than 
a "hired-worker,"=+ 
according to the customs, slaves could te acquired 
in the following ways: (a) from war; (b) by purchase; 
(co) by birth, if the mother were already a slave; (a) as 
payment for a debt; (e) by voluntary sale of self or 
daughter; (f£) and by court action, sspecislly in the case 
of thievery.°> 
The familiar classes of Jewish domestics, other than 
that of the concubine, ssem to have been three, namely the 
steward, the household servant, and the field~servant.°? 
The number of the first two classes was large, but that of 
the third negligible, since in Felestine hireé hands usually 
worked in the fields.“* 5 aa 
In regard te the treatment of slaves, the cruslty one 
meets in Greek snd Roman circles does not seem to have 
been the case in Jewish practice.-? In fact, sluves in 
Judaism may even be said to have enjoyed "a general spirit 
  
2lyeremias, Jerusalen, p. 1387. 
ee terenian, Jerusaiem, pp. 184-188, 217-224. 
  
23 Jeremias, Jerusslem, pe 218. 
24 . Jemes Hastings, editor, A Dictiomary of Christ and 





of kindliness" and contentment «©
The life of the Jewish home is represented as united 
and happy, master and slave partaking of the same 
food, exchanging words of respect and tenderness, 
and mourning, over the separation effected by death .-" 
Discipline of course was exercised, and while the master 
could legally imprison or punish a slave, yet the power 
of life and death, as well as that of maiming the person, 
was not lawfully granted to him.“ 
Under the force of Pharisaism Jewish slaves also came 
to share in the religious life of the master. The following 
describes this: 
They [the slaves} shared the family worship, and in 
regard to obligations were classed with the women and 
children as bound to observe a11 religious ritual in 
the home, except the repetition of the Shera and the 
wearing of phylacteries.e Laws of an earlier date 
required the circumcision of slaves (Gn. 17:12) and 
their participation in feast and sacrifice (Dt. 12:13; 
16:11). Such regulations could not have fallen into 
desuetude without involving the ceremonial pollution 
from which it was one of the first objects of the 
legalists of the first century to escape. The mit- 
ting together of master and slaves in religious bonds 
supplies a strong motive for kindness and forbear- 
ancee 
In view of the foregoing, it is not at all surprising 
that Matthew should speak of &@ rich man making a journey 
and entrusting the management of his wealth to his slaves. 
  
26 rp1a. 
2Trpide, De 642. 
28ipid., p. 641. 




The slaves could have been artisans and on that account 
would already be familiar with the affairs of business. 
Of this, however, we cannot be certain. But we are safe 
in judging these slaves as intimate attendants of the 
master who, in managing his wealth, were in a free position 
to enter into trade or to take advantage of the money- 
lending systems to which our text refers (Matthew 25:27). 
Allegorically, the Seyjoc refer to all 
Christians. °° Matthew doubtlessly understood them as 
such, since he records that Jesus spoke this parable to 
the disciples (Matthew 24:1), and the disciples, according 
to his theology, represent the new Israel whom Jesus called 
and to whom he delivered the new Torah (Matthew 4:18f£,; 
5:1ff.). 
TX virsaNerra --In terms of the parable, H. Swete 
defines the meaning of this term correctly when he states, 
"not, of course, his lands and hereditaments, but all the 
loose cash and regular income of the estate.">+ The master, 
then, divided his working Gapital among the slaves. 
¢ Suxev__n, Strack and P. Billerbeck in connection with 
their comments on this parable outline the Jewish legal 
  
S0y411iam M. Taylor, Parables of Our Savior (New York: 
Hodder & Stoughton, 1886), p- 185. 
31ien bles of the Kingdo ry Barclay Swete, The Parab es of A m 





stipulations involved when one individual entrusted another 
with his money. They are the following: 
Ein Banker darf Gelder, die ihm als offenes Depositum 
tibergeben sind, in seinem Interesse gesch4ftlich..3aus— 
nitzen; flir Verluste muss er einstehen. .. . Hiner, 
der nicht berufsmdssiger Bankier ist, darf ihm anver- 
traute Gelder unter keinen Umst¥nden verwerten; . . . 
{und] er kann regresspflichtig gemacht werden nur, 
falls er es an der nitigen Vorsicht bei ihrer Auf-- 
bewahrung hat fehlen lassen. Anders ein Sklave: er 
ist wie sein Herr; er darf deshelb von seinem Herrn 
ihm Ubergebene Gelder nutzbringend verwenden; jedoch 
geh&rt der erziehlte Gewinn seinem Herrn; denn alles, 
was der Sklave erwirbt, erwirbt er fiir seinen Herrn. 
[Aber] ein Sklave, der ein eingeborener Jude war-- 
der sogenannte "hebrdische" Sklave-—-. . . konnte auch 
ftir sich Verm&gen erwerben. 
In line with these regulations the slaves of our story 
were completely free to act with the master's wealth how— 
ever they saw fit. And should they have desired to deliver 
it to the bank and collect interest, they could have done 
this with a perfect guarantee against loss. 
Ta java --The question of the precise value of a 
talent is not at once clear, since the worth could vary in 
respect to the times, the metal used (gold, silver, copper), 
or the place (Aegina, Attica, Syria).?° Of the three 
  
32yermann L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Das Evangelium 
nach MatthSus, in Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud 
ras zweite unverdnderte Auflage; Tiimchen: C. He 
Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1956), I, 970f. Hereafter 
this work is referred to as Strack-Billerbeck, Matthdus. 
33yiliiem F. Arndt and F. Wilbur Gingrich, A Greek- 
guglish Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Ear 
istian Literature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 




metals, it does not seem likely that these talents were 
either of copper or gold, since the former was not espe- 
clally common, and the latter carried a value of around 
830,000.>* The choice, then, falls to the silver talent, 
and this is reenforced by v. 18, where Matthew refers to 
the money which the slaves received as To any ueeer e 
Of the various silver talents, that of Aegina was 
worth approximately $1,625, that of Attica $1,080, and 
that of Syria $250.7 Most of the commentators prefer the 
Attic talent, and for general purposes they reckon it at 
$1,000.2° 
mately $5,000, the second slave $2,000, and the third 
Accordingly, the first slave received approxi- 
slave #1,000. 
Commentators who incline to allegorical explanations 
expend ea great deal of effort in order to determine pos- 
sible theological interpretations for the talents. One 
scholar views them as human abilities or endowments in 
  
  
26Goods eed Parallel New Testament, translated from 
the Greek by Edgar J. Goodspeed (Chicago: The University 
of Chicago Press, 1943), pe 62. Hereafter this work is 
referred to as Goodspeed, Nef. Cfe also Edwin W. Rice, 
Commentary on the Gospel According to Matthew (fifth re- 
vised e jon; Philadelphia: The Union Press, 1900), pe 253. 
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general,’ another as the Word of Goa, 78 another as 
specific "powers conferred for the discharge of duties 
connected with official trust, "99 another as any oppor= 
tunities for faithful service, ‘0 and still another as the 
special gifts of the Holy Spirit. While the one or the 
other of these suggestions may be fruitful homiletically, 
objective criteria ere lacking to establish any of these 
interpretations. For our purposes it is not so important 
to attempt to determine what the talents imply as to note 
that they were given to the slaves as a trust and not as 
@ possession. 
Another question regarding the talents is Matthew's 
choice of this amount in view of Luke's preference for 
the minas. Jeremias speaks for the majority of the com 
mentators when he holds that Luke's version is original 
while Matthew's shows evidence of the first evangelist:s 
37,1 fred Plummer, “8 Exegetical Commentary on the 
Gospel scoo~ to uae “Matthew Woda iene Robert Scott, 
T9II), lereafter this work is referred to as 
Fidmaane “Matthew. 
38siegfried Goebel, The Parables of Jesus: A Nethod- 
ical osition, in Clark's Foreign Theological Library 
dtp 20. Glark, 1883); Kv, Boe. 
39 thomas Riche y, The Parables of the Lord Jesus (New 
York: E. & J. B. Young & Co., 1888), p. 387. 
40. po \ 
D. ze eek Drummond The Parabolic Teachi: of Christ; 
Ste The hs of & 4 he How estament (New York: Robe 
rtet et & grain 9 SBE LBGLYs po be 425. Be 7% 
4lewete, Ope Cite, De 140. 
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own redactionary efforts «42 On the other hand, A. Jiilicher 
argues, first, that earning bank interest on money 
(Matthew 25:27) makes sense only when the principle is 
large enough; second, that in the third version of this 
story (Gospel of the Hebrews) we find the talents once 
again preferred; and third, that Matthew's larger sum tends 
to indicate the greatness of God's Grace.” 
In the last analysis it would seem futile to force a 
decision between the talents and the minas.e Rather, the 
most logical thing to do is to accept each text as it stands, 
especially since those who argue for the minas as opposed 
to the talents appear to do so out of the set presup= 
position that a sober text is more authentic than an embel- 
lished text; therefore, the smaller amount is the more 
original readings’? This need not be the case. 
4 v4 cA \ \ nF: 
y TEVYTE eee Sve eos EV coe KTR THY cdeur 
6 yvauey The distribution of the talents is not 
proportional. This is important for the theme of the 
story, since it indicates that faithfulness, not the 
sheer amount of return, is the point at issue. For the man 
who received two talents is essentially confronted with the 
  
42, oremias, Gleichnisse, pe. 52-6 
43 Adolf gitlicher, Die Gleichnisreden Jesu (zweite 
suflage: mibingent Js Gs Be Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1399), 
II, e 
14 oremias, Gleichnisse, ppe 20ff. 
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same situation as he who received but one, since both 
began with little. Yet, because the second slave was 
diligent (he doubled his trust), he received just as great 
& reward as the first slave (who also did no more than 
double his trust), though the latter had earned the greater 
number of talents (five talents as compared to two talents) 
(Matthew 25:21,23). Thus, the second slave becomes a key 
figure in this parable. BY beginning with little but prov—- 
ing great diligence, he robs the third slave of any pos- 
sible excuse for failing to employ what his lord had en=- 
trusted to him on the basis that he lacked ability or 
j that his charge was negligible. In contrast to the first 
slave, the second slave shows that the sheer amount one 
earns does not determine the master's favor. Again, dili- 
@ence is the key concern. 
ve 15-6 3 my 
aN€04A46EV—-pliegorically, the dep2rture of the master 
  
would find its correspondence in Jesus' Ascension. He is 
now "gone," and they are to carry out the task he has 
assigned (Matthew 28:19f.). 
cv Oeiss --Textually, the problem with er ews is 
whether it modifies wrs84p) otv » in which case it closes 
the preceding sentence, or TGs ey Oses » in which case it 
stands at the head of a new sentence. As far as the manu- 
seripts are concerned, the main traditions seem to be rather 
| well divided. Other considerations, however, lead us to 
Se 
favor the latter view--that ¢vO“ws5 modifies 7geey PE es 
|
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In the first place, if usage is any criteriion for 
determining position, then a mere glance at voulton-Geden 
indicates that ev Ofus overwhelmingly prefers to be 
stationed at the head of the clause or sentence in which 
it stands 15 Second, against Se Goeve1© AT and H. Meyer, 
it seems to us that the force of action which this word 
carries is dissipated when one uses it merely to hasten 
the master’s intended departure. On the other hand, as 
A. Bruce points out, & VO" W5 at the head of the fol- 
lowing sentence becomes decisive in describing the temper- 
ament of the first slave--it indicates that he set out "at 
once" to do the will of the mapten tie In this position 
ev lrws helps to mold the decisive pattern of the 
total parable, namely the sharp contrast between the dili- 
gent slaves as opposed to the slothful slave. For these reasons 
  
45 y F. Moulton and A. §. Geden, editors, A Concor- 
dance to the Greek Testament (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 
s De 5996 
4S aocbol, ODe Cites, PpPe 407ff . 
AT Heinrich August Wilhelm Meyer, Critical and Exeget= 
ical Hand=-Book to the Gospel of Matthew, edited by Frederick 
Grombie and William Stewart, translated from the German by 
Peter Christe (ninth revised edition; New York: Funk & 
Wagnells, 1884), ppe 440f. Hereafter this work is referred 
to as Meyer, Matthew. 
48,.exander Balmain Bruce, The ja Gospels, in 
The Expositor's Greek: Testament, edited by W. Robertson 
Wicolt Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Coe, nede), 
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we prefer the Nestle “ reading where 4vOews modifies 
waeev Oe 25 and stands at the hesd of the sentence 
which runs through v. 16. 
v. 16. 
Jv 4 dA 
YYnenre __ £xg54 6 Er --V. 16, which clinexes 
in these two verbs, is purposely constructed to illustrate 
the intense, diligent, and bustling activity of the five- 
talent slave--immediately he goes ... takes... . trades 
(works) . . . gains. Here is the comnentery Matthew pro— 
vides when the master later rejoices, "Well done, good and 
faithful slave. . . ." (Matthew 25:21,23). As D. Drummond 
points out, the "inward heart is characterized by the out- 
ward hands."70 
Textually, some manuscripts prefer 210s oer 
in favor of sxge Sy Gir « Save for the Sinaiticus, 
however, the attestation is weak. Then, too, the nuances 
of the verbs decide against this change. According to 
Goebel, Toes refers more specifically to the "mode 
of acquisition," while Kae Sucve refers more specif- 
ically to the success involvea.?+ As a partner to 
of : 
1a" i | ft oe » then, nue éa@era would seem more 
  
*9Novun Testamentum Grace, Nestle's twenty-third edition, 
Matthew 25:15. Hereafter this work is referred to as Nestle. 
20D rummond, Ope Cite, pe 422. 
Algoebel, Ope cit., pe 408.
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suitable in this particular instunce. ‘The one verb 
emphasizes the activity, the other emphasizes the success 
of that activity. 
eX @ 
aAA*% HEVTE --The first slave increased his hold- 
ings by 100 per cent. 
7 Ve 17. 
¢ @ 
WEAVTWS —The behavior pattern of the first slave 
is likewise the behavior pattern of the second slave. as 
the former, so the latter was diligent and increased his 
holdings by 100 per cent. 
ve 18. 
art) 0: “TENG __wnis verb indicates at once the strong 
contrast in chszracter between the third slave and the first 
\ - ’ : 
slave. Inv. 16 the text reads AvOur VE ae 
--the slave took the money and worked with it. Hera we reed 
; A 3 \ 
Aaa ane ABsv --the slave. took the money and 
went off with it. So where the first slave invoived bine 
s@if in his task, the third slave disengaged himself fron 
his task. We have here the provocation for v. 50, where 
the master, in turn, disassociates himself from the third 
slave. 
J? an A aM t J ¢ 
wry £v wr Wott exer Wer Ts VAM EE 
=-—[his action of the slave testifies that from the beginning 
he was motivated by but one concern-—to preserve the trust 
his master hed given him. Sut this, in turn, reflects the 





two. They were concerned about the master and what they 
could gain for him. Driven by this thought, they were 
willing to stand the risk of failure which any venture 
dnours, together with any unfavorable consequences which 
such failure might have brought upon them. The third 
slave, however, thought only of himself. He was willing 
to incur no personal risk for the welfare of his master, 
and he set about at once to secure himself against legal 
responsibility for the lord's money. For this reason he 
dug a hole in the earth. According to Jewish law such 
an act had the following significance: if anyone took 
the precaution to bury 2 deposit which had been entrusted 
to him, he was not lawfully responsible for replacing that 
deposit, even should it be atolenios 
Thus, the third slave was legally safe. On the one 
hand, if all went well, he had preserved the money which 
had originally been given to him and could return it; 
on the other hand, should the money be stolen, he still 
could plead that he had complied with the law and was free 
from prosecution. But in the last analysis the conse—- 
quences were anything but legal. Goebel makes a clear 
point of this when he says, "To bury a sum of money in the 
earth seems, indeed, the securest way of preserving 1t; 
but in reality the money [was | thus most completely 
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withdrawn from the work in the world for which it exists, 
and [was]! rendered a useless, worthless thing."7? 
ve 19. 
mare Se wodvr Nocvar --~According to 
Bruce, this phrase is "an elastic one, and may denote 
either a large portion of the life of an individual, ox 
an age in the history of the world." If this is correct, 
then this phrase is of importance both for the story of 
the parable as well as for its allegorical implications. 
In the case of the former, it means that the slaves 
enjoyed a considerable length of time away from the master 
(perhaps years). In this way the first two slaves were 
confirmed in their diligence, while the third slave was 
confirmed in his idleness. In the case of thellstter, 
Matthew uses this phrase to tell the church of his day 
that an imminent expectation of the consummation of ail 
things (Matthew 24:34) is not te deter Christisns from 
diligently undertaking the tasks of the kingdom snd their 
work in this world. 
suravese dey ov --In terms of our story, this 
phrase indicates that the master now roturns end reviews 
the work of each eslave. 
  
73Goebel, Ope Cities De 424. 
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In terms of the Jewish religion, however, "settling 
accounts" carries a particular significance, which Major 
notes as follows: 
On New Year's Day all that come into the world pass 
before him (God) like legions of soldiers, for it is 
written "He that fashioneth the hearts of them all, 
that considereth all their works (Ps. 335:15)." At 
this time the doings of each man are reviewed and a 
verdict passed on them. The ensuing period from New 
Year's Day until the Day of Atonement is allowed for 
repentence; and on the Day of econapent the sentence, 
whatever it may be, is pronounced. 
In view of this, the mention of the phrase "settling 
accounts" to a Jewish audience would have immediately re— 
minded the people of the Final Judgment. A glance at the 
texts shows that this idiom is common to both Matthew and   
uke; consequently, we may assume that it was part of the 
original story which lies behind the parables of the Talents 
and the Pounds. EBut this, in turn, is a strong indication 
that the original story, which Jesus borrowed and adapted 
to serve his own purposes, stems from Jewish tradition. 
Within the scope of Matthew's theology "settling accounts" 
indicates that the first evangelist has reinterpreted the 
"reckoning" aspect of Jewish eschatology in terms of the 
Second Coming of Christ (Cf. Matthew 25:31-46). In so doing, 
Matthew has made a differentiation which the Jews did not, 
since for them the one coming of the Messiah inaugurated 
both the end and the Final Judgment. Against this view, 
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Matthew says that the Messiah has come, but that the Final 
Judgment has not. 
Ve 20. ; , m ‘ ‘ s 
wae Weees\Ouv o Te wevTe Ten vTK __ohe 
Slaves step before the master one by one and report. The 
diligent slaves report success (Cf. Matthew 25:22). 
ve 21. 
® 
€V—Textually, this is an adverb which is used in an 
absolute sense and carries the force of an interjection, 
"well done!" "excellent! "7° It must be understood in terms 
a 2 ‘ / 
of the vocatives SovAe , ayn Oe , wcere 57 
berA« agus Kae Weere —-To understand 
"good" and "faithful" we must consider the perspective of 
our story. "Good" here does not primarily chareovertze a 
certain moral or religious state such as it does in 
Matthew 5:45, "for he makes his sun rise on the evil and 
on the good, and sends rain on the just and on the unjust" 
(Cf. Matthew 7:11,17f.; 12:34f.). The interpretive key 
would rather seem to be found in Natthew 19:l6ff., "And 
behold, one came up to him, saying, ‘Teacher, what good 
deed must I do, to have eternal life?’ 4nd he said to him, 
‘Why do you ask me about what is good? One there is who 
is good. If you would enter life, keep the commendments.'" 
The point to notice is that Jesus refers to God as 
  
76arndt-Gingrich, op. cit., pe 517- 




"good" and the way to the good as being through the com 
mandments. But this is just another way of Saying that 
we are to be as God (Matthew 5:48), to have the same nature, 
the same desires, and the same will. In our story, then, 
when the master calls the slave "good," he is praising him 
because his will was at one with that of the master-—he 
was of the same mind and the same intent. Bruce's transla—- 
tion of “singlehearted" would seem to support this inter- 
pretation. 
But from this point it is possible theologically to 
see the relationship between "good" in the sense of single=- 
hearted as compared to "good" in the sense of a moral state. 
In God's eyes, these who are good, and aot evil, are pre- 
cisely those who are like him (Matthew 5:48), i.e. they 
desire to act as he does, for they have his heart and will 
(Matthew 5:44ff.). 
In regard to the term, "faithful," we find a commentary 
on it in Matthew 24:45f. There the slave is "faithful" 
when he carries out the instructions his master has given 
him, So faithfulness is "diligence"--an excellent descrip- 
tion of the first sleve in our parable. 
Finally, the close syntactical and grammatical relation- 
ship between good and faithful further suggests that these 
poth in words show an inner connection with each other, 
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terms of our story and theologically. Perhaps Bruce has 
identified this in the following statement: 
One who is good, in the sense of putting his whole 
heart and soul into his work, cannot fail to be 
faithful, for the very secret of fidelity is single- 
heartedness, and the sole cause of unfaithfulness is 
& divided heart. » « » Love is its own taskmaster 59
#\ 2 é 
E72 ohey o«  --On the surface 1t may seem that it is 
a. 7 
hardly appropriate to speak in terms of oAc o™* when one 
Considers the great worth of a talent. But the antithesis 
2\ 7 
between o \e pp and 70 hibv would rather seem to 
emphasize the great contrast between whatever the slave had 
before, even should that have been relatively much, as 
compared with what he has now in terms of the blessings 
his lord has given Higton In a homiletical manner Jlilicher 
expresses this as follows: 
was er jder Messias} in seiner Herrlichkeit dem 
[Sklave} zu bieten pet ist immer woktAne , womit 
Cc verglichen auch die héchsten und einflussreichsten 
Aenter auf Erden nur ein “weniges" darstellen.' 
an) ~ 7 
ere Torrwy GE MAKTRKETY EK --It is totally 
beside the point of the story to attempt to determine the 
Aja 62 
precise meaning of 77e Wy ° What our parable 
  
52rpia. 
60rsa., ps 211. 
615%740her, Ope Cite, De A475 « 
620ne reason this must be stressed is that all such 
attempts run the inherent danger of differentiating between 
the first two slaves in a way which the text does not author- 
ize. The text reads word for word exactly the same in ex- 
pressing the joy and the reward of the master towards both 
67 
wishes to say is that whatever telents or opportunities 
were granted to the first slave beforehand, these talents 
or opportunities are now to be greatly increased. Further- 
more, KATHE ryéu emphasizes that the lord's bless— 
ing does not remove a slave from duty, but thet it gives 
him the opportunity to serve in a far greater capacity, 
at the same time implying that his success, too, will like- 
Wise increasee The theological implications of this are 
drawn together very nicely by MN. Dods in the following 
statement: 
The talents gained are left in the hands that geined 
them, and wider opportunities for their use are 
afforded. This is the reward of the faithful servant 
in Christ; the grace he has diligently used is in- 
oreased, ond his opportunities Gonbimuagty multiply. 
He is always entering upon his reward. 
scecAOs £25 Tar Nuyenr Tox wypeey TIL 
--The key word in this clause is Xeyar 9 and the commenta— 
tors seem to interpret it according to one of four possibil- 
ities. The first possibility is presented by R. Trench, 
who claims that it represents a feast or festival to which 
each "good and faithful" slave is admittea.* The second 
  
of these diligent slaves (Cf. Mt. 25:21,23). So diligence 
and singleheartedness, not the amount of return, are the 
important factors. 
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suggestion is that of Jeremias, who likewise interprets 
Xeevt in ors a feast, but who asserts that this 
whole statement is a later Christologic2l addition, so that 
we are no longer standing before “ein irdischer Kaufmann, 
sondern der Christus der Parusie."©5 the third interpre- 
tation is that of Meyer, and later, M'Neile, who hold that 
Nei pet refers to nothing more specific than the mere "bliss 
of the divine kingdom ."'66 Last, Goebel and Bruce maintain 
that Xaee refers to the "joy of lordship" which the 
slave now shares with his master .°7 
An examination of these interpretations reveals not 
so much the problem of error as of an exaggerated ex- 
Clusiveness. For the first idea ( Xaoot as a meal) is 
legitimate, since Jewish tradition Imows it as an eschato=- 
logical picture connected with the advent of the Messiah.” 
On the other hand, the ideas of "bliss" or "lordship" can 
also claim to be authentic, since they pass well within the 
framework of the par2ble'’s story. Against Jeremias, how- 
ever, it must be pointed out that while Matthew doubtlessly 
hears the voice of the Christ in these words, yet neither 
this, nor the fact that Luke does not include this statement 
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in his version, are proof that these words are unauthen- 
tic. 9 
4 
Regardless of the precise interpretation of x wee 4 
it is clear that the statement, "Enter into the joy of 
your lord," is importani; oth literally and allegori- 
cally. Within the framework of the story it refers to 
the businessman who promotes his faithful slaves, and who 
may have highlighted this occasion by preparing a banquet 
in the slave's honor. This promotion now means thet the 
slave is to have greater outhority, and, on that account, 
it fosters greater fellowship between master and servant. 
Allegorically, this statement refers to Christ who rewards 
his faithful Christians on the Day of Judgment and brings 
them into his heaveniy kingdom where they enjoy the bliss 
of his fellowship and share in his ruling power. 
WV. 22, 23. 
neces Our wee 6 Te Se 
--The two-talent slave presents himself exactly as the five- 
A 
TedhuvTn 
talent slave. This second slave, too, has increased his 
trust by 100 per cent, and he, too, is given the same re- 
ward as that of the former slave. 
  
69s eremias, Gleichnisse, p. 52, works on the assump—- 
tion that any statement not shared by both Matthew and 
Iuke is due to later redaction after the time of Jesus. 
But this does not consider that both of these versions 




e240 “5 -<--The force of the perfect participle 
emphasizes that the slave had received the one talent and 
has kept it right up to the time when he is to give account ./° 
At this point we have the "preserving tactic" of the third 
slave crammed ically accentuated. 
ayrev =--The aorist is used ("I knew you") in favor of 
the perfect ("I lmow you") because the slave is attempting 
to explain his action in terms of how he felt toward the 
master previously, ‘eer when he first received the talent 
as a trust (Matthew 25:15). 
6« As 205 -This word is of infrequent occurrence in 
the New Testament. The text of the parable, however, pre=- 
sents the commentary. This master was hard because he 
reaps where he does not sow and gathers where he does not 
winnow (Matthew 25:24), i.e. he appropriates for himself 
the profits of another's labors ae 
The question immediately arises 2s to whether this is 
& true characterization of the master. Jeremias believes 
that it is when he states that Jesus certainly would never 
0 so far as to compare himself to a man, “der raffgierig 
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hinter dem Gelde her ist, riicksichtslos auf den eigenen 
Vorteil bedacht. . . ."/* But this is a rash judgment 
and does not consider the inner logic of the parable. 
in the first place, the generous way in which the 
master dealt with the first two slaves (Matthew 25:21,23 
--above all, "enter into the joy of your lord") proves 
that the master was not inconsiderate of anyone but him— 
self. Second, the fact that the third slave did not busy 
himself in behalf of his master but rather secured him- 
self against legal responsibility for his trust (Matthew 
25:18), together with the fact that he views the master 
as "hard," prove that he was not of one mind nor will with 
his lord. Consequently, this slave's view of his lord's 
real character is necessarily prejudiced. Third, the slave 
is now on trial. Accordingly, he must justify his be-   havior. But because he did nothing, he cannot blame his 
slothfulness on outward circumstances, nor on personal in- 
aptitude (since each slave received a trust according to 
his own ability (Matthew 25:15)). As a result, the only 
course available to him is to attempt to exonerate himself 
by directing the fault to his master. Once again, therefore, 
the slave's description of his lord would not be just. 
Last, the master himself never admits that what this slave 
says is true. When he repeats the slave's argument in 
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Ve. 26, he does so in order to convict the slave out of 
his "own mouth," as Luke expresses it (Imke 19:22). For 
these four reasons, then, we conclude that the character 
which the slave ascribes to his master is not an accurate 
description either of the lord's business dealings or of 
him as a person. A. Edersheim seems to share our opinion 
in the following stetement: 
Confessedly [the view of the third slave] procecded 
from a want of knowledge of Him [the lord, i.e. 
Christ], as if He were a hard, exacting Master, not 
One Who reckons even the least service as done to 
Himself; from misunmierstanding also of what work 
for Christ is, in wiich nothing can ever fail or be 
lost; and, lastly, from want of joyous sympathy 
with it. 
It needs no comment to show that his own words [those 
of the third slave], however honest and self right- 
eous they might sound, admitted derelection of his 
work and duty as a servant, and entire misunder— 
stan 8s well as heert-alienetion from his 
aster. 
Oye Fuv Su sil Ferree L5 te Cure pT 
eee fetecd- ze exs ee es it is ale 
to examine these illustrations in Natthew, since Luke, by 
exchanging the last two verbs in favor of ave €e 2} and 
£O3was (Luke 19:21), presents slightly different 
pictures. According to Arndt-Gingrich, v. 24b should be 
translated, "reaping where you did not sow, and gathering 
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where you did not winnow (scatter). 
4 
have a case of parallelism, which, if be Oia wae a 
utt Accordingly, we 
means "“winnow," refers to two particular harvest illustra— 
tions. ‘The first picture-——sowing and reaping-—refers, of 
course, to the planting end the harvesting. The sacond 
picture, however---gathering and winnowinsg--refers to 
threshing, where one worker winnows with the fan, thus 
separating the grain from the chaff, so that another may 
rake out the grain but leave the chaff for purning. /7 
The alternstive is to translate Jce¢ elcome ae 
as "scotter," in which case both halves of the parallelism 
refor exclusively to planting and harvesting. Most of the 
conmentators prefer the first interpretation, which is also 
supported by Inke's text in that Imke, too, varies the 
picture from the first half ofthe parallelism to the 
second. 7° 
The point of these illustrations, of course, has 
nothing to do with farming at 211; they are idiomatic, i.e. 
their purpose is to denote the alleged greediness of the 
master. 
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07 Gees --The fear which the third slave experi- 
enced is that which Major explains as follows: 
The fear of the slave is to be understood as the fear 
of losing what had been entrusted to him in any enter- 
prise which he might undertake. His argument appears 
to be: If I make a profit the master gets it; if I 
make a loss he will come upon me to muke it peod. 
Therefore the best course is to do nothing.7 
How groundless this fear is is demonstrated by the master's 
charitable dealings with the first two slaves. He expected 
diligence as was his right. 
Fy) 2 e 7 
ta «Xaes 76 GO --The third slave returns the 
exact amount which his master had entrusted to hin. “I Se 
would seem to indicate not only that the third slave felt 
no shame over his behavior, but that he even feels that 
the master will be pleased with him for having returned his 
y” 
trust without loss (Cf. ¢$€ Matthew 25:20,22). 
een 2 dove ai 4 ey Kat OxV)“£ __Hero is the 
antithesis to the praise which the first two slaves enjoyed 
(Matthew 25:21,23). where they were good and faithful, 
i.e. singlehearted and diligent, this slave is "wicked" 
and "indolent," /2 i.e. of a different spirit than his 
master and slothful. MThe force of this contrast reaches 
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its fat intensity when one notes that ayabes and 
Tory e85 also represent the contrast which Matthew 
draws between God and Satan (Matthew 19:17; 13:19,382.). 
< @ 
The immediate applicstion of wer7/245. within the par— 
able, however, is not to judge this slave's intrinsic moral 
worthiness or unworthiness, /? but rather to say that he 
asked. foolishly, his behavior was bad. 
(98ee5 —Morgan understands the question of v. 26 as 3 
form of satire, "Is that what you Imew .. . is that your 
estimate? "© Meyer, in turn, views it as a question of 
astonishment. °+ Goebel's interpretation, however, is to 
be preferred, and for the reasons which he himself states | 
as follows: 
3h pores is not a question of surprise, nor... a 
concession, nor . . - ironical. . .. [it is] to 
reproduce the servant's words, in order to convict 
him out of his own mouth, to show why the master 
Called him a "bad" and "idle" slave. 
Ve a?s 
ovv.-The master drives the slave's argument ad absurdun. 
  
Assuming all the conditions which the slave set forth, the 
latter still stands convicted, for had he actually had the 
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master's interests at heart or even feared him us he hed 
asserted (Mattaew 25:24), then at the vary least he could 
have delivered his talent to the money-changers. 
5 nA 
4 x Asty-—Contrary to Neyer, "flinging: down upon the 
table of the money-chanszers," docs uot "represont the 
ifference of the proceeding. "9? In fact, there is 
  
reason to belicve that this may have bowen a technical 
expression to denote the specific act of depositing money 
with the bankers. 
84. 
é 4 
Yours Peracs 2 - . ToxwW --iidersheim snd E. Rice 
Provide some insight into Palestinian banking practices 
as follows: 
fhe Jewish taw distinguished between "interes" and 
"increase," and entered into many and intricate de- 
tails on the subject. Such transactions were for- 
bidden with Israelites, but allowed with Gentiles. 
4s in Rome, the business of “money~changers" and 
that of "bankers" seem to have run into each other. 
The Jewish "bankers" bear precisely the same neme. 
e e e In Kome : very high interest seems to have been 
charged in early times; by and by it was lowered, 
till it was fixed, first at 8, and then at 4 1/6, 
per cent... Sut these laws were not of permanent dura- 
tion. Practically, usury was unlimited. It soon 
be@ame the custou to charges monthly interest st the 
rate of 1 percent a month. Yet there were prosperous 
times, as at the close of the Republic, when the 
rate was so low as 4 percent; during the early Empire 
8Sueyer, Matthew, pe 442. 
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it stood at 8 percent. This, of course, is what 
we may call fair business transactions | 
In view of this, the courses of action which the slave 
* could have taken were the following: 
1. Use the money in trading on account; or, 2. Loan 
the money to money-changers or bankers who would pay 
interest and reloan it at a higher rate to traders 
or in farming the revenues of some province oO 
Then, too, as we noted before, the third slave could 
have delivered his trust to the bankers in fullest con- 
fidence and security. For any banker who accepted a sum 
of money, together with the permission to use that money 
according to his own discretion, was fully responsible 
for returning it ST, 
ve 28 
; Xare Serie Sion Te a ovrTe a Seca 
Tt X “yvTea The slave who made no use of the talent now 
loses his trust altogether. He surrenders it to the slave 
who has ten talents. Why this first slave should have 
received the extra talent and not the second one is ex- 
plained by v.- 15, i.e. it seems that we have another 
expression of "to each according to his own ability." 
Under no circumstances, however, does it indicate that the 
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first slave now receives more recognition than the second 
(Matthew 25:21,23). ‘The point to be emphasized here is 
that the third slave lost his talent, not that the first 
Slave geined a talent. 
Ve 29. 
‘ 4 oe 49» 
re ov tXovre Revre es) 6 yo bye 2Tac «i 
avrot ~~The principle which the parable has illustrated 
up to this point by the action of the characters is now 
explicitly spares? The first half of Mae verse, ry ST aa 
2 Xovre Terre Sa Qpectac pate Tiecectrdy cara 
is illustrated by the first two slaves. ‘They busied then- 
selves in trezde and returned a profit to the lord. As 
such, they were people who "had." The result is thet the 
lord blessed them; they were faithful in little, with the 
result thet the master put them in charge of much. In   this way, those who "had" now receive more. But these 
slaves also abound. This is illustrated in the story by 
their entering into the joy of their lord, where they 
share fellowship with hin. 
On the other hand, there is the third slave, 
and ee 
case illustrates as second half 
of ve 29-- 708 Se ay 
ENXovres Kd eutene’ 
go Ay estas sy? avrer, 
He is the one who "had not,
" for out of fear he buried 
his 
ntly, could show no 
treasure in the ground and, 
conseque 
was merely the sur
- 
return. His lack of a
 return, however, 
rt end the 
face symptom of a dee
per malady-~® divided
 hea o  
lack of fidelity
. Yor this reason
, even that wi
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(the one talent) was taken away from him and given to 
another who would be faithful and diligent in using ite 
With the entire parable summarized in this sentence, 
So to speak, we come to the tertium comparationis. We 
express this as follows: Even as the master in the story 
entrusted his wealth to his sleves and then returned from 
hig journey to prove them, blessing those who were dili- 
Sent and punishing him who was unfaithful, so Christ in 
like mamer entrusts his work to his Christians (church) 
and will return at the Final Day to prove them, blessing 
those who are diligent and punishing those who are un- 
faithful. The admonition of this parable exhorts to 
diligence in view of the impending return of the Lord. 
We have an example of Christian paraecnesis, which becomes 
6specially obvious when we remember that it 1s to the   disciples that Jesus speaks this story (Matthew 24:1), 
to those who already stand in grace and to whom the impera- 
tive, “Be diligent’" is the necessary “other half" of the 
@race they already have received. . 
But the question now arises as to whether or not 
ve 29 can be interpreted as a “morsel law" somewhat in the 
fashion that the more one works, the more one will develop 
one's capacities and the more one will get; or, contrari- 
die 
wise, the less one does, the less one retains his 
capac 
mT) 
ties. This type of interpretation is very 
popular amoné 
80 
the commentators,°° but it seems to be guite foreign to 
Matthew and perhaps stems from considering this logion 
apart from its context. When one recalls thst for 
Matthew the master of the parable is Jess Christ, that 
the slaves sre Christians, that the reckoning is the Final 
Judgment, and thet the revard is heaven and the punish—- 
nent damnation, in short. that this is an eschatolosical 
parable desling with the "end of the end," then v. 29, too, 
must he placed within this framework. ‘Accordingly, the 
“ones who have" sre those Chrictians who heve been diligent 
in the tasks of the Savior, and the "more" they receive is 
heaven and fellowship with Him. The one who "hss net" is 
he who is not diligent in the things of the Envior, and 
when he loses sll, he loses ulso the presence of the lord. 
In Matthew's terms it is conceivable that even the most 
industrious man who amasses sreat earthly accomplishments 
could still be the one-talent slave who is not diligent in 
the things of God. This points up how unsuited this logion 
is for expressing; a ¢eneral “moral law." 
Finally, another question regarding v. 29 is the 
forrmgeschichtliche problem which this logion poses. A 
survey of the synoptics shovs that it is located in five 
Places, namely in the parable of the Pounds (Imke 19:26), 
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here in the pyrable of the Talents (Metthew 25:29), snd 
in the perallel verses of lstthew 13:12, Mark 4:25, and 
Tuks 8:18, where it reletss to the purpose for Jesus! 
spesking in parebles. In the lotter ease, the very fcct 
that Matthew uses this logion in 9 different orier than 
Mark and Luke (Matthew places it before the interprets- 
tion of the parable of the Sower, while Mark and Iuke 
Place it efter) without et the sane tire changing the 
Point to which it apolies, shows that the synopbicse are 
unanimous in testifying thet Jesus spoke this logion re- 
Gerding the hearins snd understending of his parables. The 
question, then, srises, is this logion slsc crisinal te 
the psrablss of the ®slents 2nd the Pounds? 
To be candid, if our investigstion is sound, the 
atgunents do not admit to a decisive answer cither posi- 
tively or negatively. Against the authenticity of this 
logion as sn originsl member of these parables are the 
following considerations: 89 
@. If one omits v. 29 from Matthew's text sltogethor, 
his parable flows to a perfect conclusion without the 
slightest difficulty. In fact, from a literary point of 
view, the style of the story seems to improve. 
be The very some thing is true of Iuke 19:26. 
  
shy 
59or, also Jeremiuz, Gleichnisse, pe 75 Sai 
Ope Cite, Dpe 1672. 
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Furthermore, it can be argued that Luke 19:25 (which is 
not found in Matthew's Gospel) is also a later addition, 
one purpose of which was to effect a smoother transition 
between the story of the parable and this logion. 
CG. Again, the very fact that this logion is a general 
principle explaining the action of the parable and, there- 
fore, displays a close inner connection with the total 
story argues against its authenticity. For its very 
suitability would explain why a redactor would want to 
insert such a logion in the text. 
d. Finally, ve 30 of Matthew's text is 2 formula 
peculiar to the first evangelist «7? This means that ve 29 | 
represents the parable’s traditional conclusion as Matthew | 
received it. Luke's text shows that the same is true of 
his version. But it is precisely in the introductions and 
conclusions of units where redaction is most frequent 7 
Accordingly, this logion could simply have been added to 
the end of this parable for the purpose of summarizing it. 
Against the preceding arguments stand the following 
Considerations which seem to testify that Matthew 25:29 was 




90 z > 7 Cf. Moulton-Geden, one Cite«, Vyaos » Pe 1533 
WTEees + Ds 549 Wy, 3 
WNiuke 19:11 is an example of redactionary activity at 
the beginning of a pericope, and Matthew 25:50 is an example 











a The logion does indeed suit the content matter 
of both parables. 
be Because both Matthew and Luke contain this logion, 
were it added by redactors, they would have had to have 
done this quite early. But it is exactly in the first 
stages of the tradition where redaction would have been 
Most difficult, since the tradition would still be quite 
near to its original source. 
ec. It iscertainly not impossible that Jesus could 
have used this logion in more than one situation. 
ad. If Matthew 25:29 and Luke 19:26 represent an added 
logion, then it is legitimate to ask how the original 
parable ended. Asan ending, v. 28 tends to be somewhat 
abrupt, and to assume that the original ending was lost 
or deliberately set aside is to suggest a handling of the 
tradition which is out of character with a Jewish-minded 
community such as the early church. 2 Matthew 25:29 and 
Luke 19:26, therefore, must have been original members of 
the parables of the Talents and the Pounds. 2? 
Depending thexiy; on how one evaluates the various 
arguments, Matthew 25:29 may or may not be accepted as an 
original member of the parable of the Talents. One thing 
  
2@supra, pp. 44f. 
93 0the following scholars argue against the authenticity 
of Matthew 25:29 and Luke 19:26: Michaelis, op. Cite, Dp. 
111; Jeremias, Gleichnisse, p. 54; Dodd, op. cit., pp. 147ff. 
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is clear, however, the parable as we know it finds its 
climax in this logion, and this logion reflects Christian 
paraenesis. 
ve 50. 
J 7 2 ‘ 4 ’ 2 4 
£nfGot A ETS +5 T° 6KeTA5 TO £ wrtcer 
94 we meet =--In this clause, which is peculiar to Matthew, 
the logical conclusion which the very first breech between 
the master and the third slave necessitated. The slave, 
who had never shared the will of his master, is now for- 
bidden to share his master's presence, and this befalls 
him exactly at the time when the first two slaves are in- 
vited into the joy of the lord (Matthew 25:21,25). 
Allegorically, the force of this clause rests with 
GHOTOS e According to Matthew, darkmess represents 
@ contrast to light both spiritual and physical (Matthew 
42163 6:23; 27:45). It denotes the condition of being out 
of the kingdom (Matthew 8:12; 22:13). Being in darlmess, 
then, is being separated from the person and presence of 
Christ, for it is he who calls the kingdom into being 
(Yatthew 4:17), and it is he who is the light which shines 
on the people sitting in darlmess (Matthew 4:16). It is, 
therefore, damnation. 
  2 7 
Hy oulton-Geden, Ope Cite, Sa TLS 4 De 549- 
 
Natl) Carep 6 Anv Oo! ime DT incu oe 
--According to Moulton-Geden, thig 
formule is overwhelmingly peculiar to the first Gospel cd 
Textually, then, it stems from the hand of Fatthew, .and 
allegorically, it refers to the damnation which is meted 
out in the Great Judgment (Matthew 25:31ff.) where all 
the "enira" slaves will "go away into eternal punishment" 
(vatthew 25146). 
2. The Exegesis of the Parable of the Pounds 
(Luke 1911-27) 
ve ll. 
2 7 ’ 2 a \ 
Axovovrwe, St ocuvriv Tevre Toes CEL 5 
ecrerv Tapafgohyv --This clause demonstrates the 
Close relationship between the parable of the Pounds and 
the Zacchaeus pericove (Luke 19:1ff.). The question has 
3 
been raised as to the reference of evre vy . The con-   mentators seem to agree that it includes more than just 
the circle of the twelve, perhaps even members from the 
crowds that followed Jesus. Bruce deduces from vve 12, 
14, 27, that Jesus spoke this parable to both disciples 
and Pharisees, which is very likely .2" 
i 4 
Mma, x \avGuos » De Bi9; (Poryues » De 153-6 
96 
William F. Arndt, Bible Commentary, The Gospel Ac=— 
$orayas to St. Luke (ste Louis! Concordia Publishing House, 
9 Pe 391. 
Teruce, Parabolic Teaching, po. 217fr. 
 
nee ) \ 2\ 
: Sax Tro ¢ ys teva I orenare ner 
Mac Soxscy LVTEVS are Treyaa Nip iro pe drec 
4 foeee Neca Tov Grov tou Bucveé Joe 
—--Whereas Matthew places the Sitz im Leben for the parable 
of the Talents with Jesus and the disciples talking on the 
Mount of Olives, Luke places the Sitz im Leben for the par- 
able of the Pounds in the area of 4Zacchaeus' house (Luke 
19:5ff.) before an audience who expects Jesus to inaugu- 
rete the visible kingdom of God at once. ‘The purpose of 
the parable of the Pounds, then, is to explain that the 
kingdom of God will. indeed appear, but not until the end 
of the ages. Consequently, it serves a double function 
in Luke's Gospel--negatively, the parable of the Pounds 
intends to correct the mistaken notion that the messianic 
kingdom would come "with political upheaval culminating in 
the establishment of an Israelite Umpire"; 2° positively, 
it emphasizes that this kingdom most certainly will cone, 
but only after some time, and then it will coincide with 
the Final Judgment (Luke 19:15ff.). 
But the consideration of the Sitz im Leben of the 
parable of the Pounds raise
s the question of the value 
which this parable may hav




t it was of more impo
rtance +10 
Conzelmenn 
day and age then for th
e time of Jesuse Thusys 
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views it in the light of Luke's eschatology. 2 He contends 
that the early Christians awaited the immediate expecta— 
tion of the end. But because the Parousia delayed, the 
problem arose as to the relationship between the time of 
the church and the history of Jesus. Luke, then, wrote 
his Gospel to solve this problem, and he did so by inter— 
preting "salvation history" slong the time line of the 
"Zeit Israels . . . Zeit Jesu... Zeit der Kirche." 
But this mesons that whereas the Christians at the time of 
Easter had expected the Parousia at once, Luke now corrects 
this view to say that it will not come immediately, but 
that the age of the church must first intervene, 1° The 
parable of the Pounds supports Iuke in this purpose. It 
emphasizes that the end is not now, but that there is first 
to be another era, indeed, a time of probation (Luke 19:13), 
and only after this will the Final Judgment come. i¢ 
this interpretation is correct, then we have at least two 
Sitz im Leben to keep in mind--the first is that indicated 
by Luke where Jesus stands close to Jerusalem, snd the 
second is that which stems from the time of the evangelist 
himself. 
  
29Hans Conzelmann, Die Mitte der Zeit Caritte aber- 
arbeitete Auflage; Mibingen: CanGenbe Mo Paul Siebeck), 
1960), pp. 87ff. 
100tpid., pp. 139%. 
10lipia., pp. 123. 
102Thid., pe 113. 
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Textually, as we noted before, ve 11 forms the transi- 
tion between our parable and the pericope dealing with . 
Zacchaeus (Luke 19:1ff.). It belongs to the framework of 
the Gospel and, as such, it most probably stems from the 
hand of Luke nimse1f b> 
ve 12. - . e js j 
EU EGS ee _ baee te ne eee ure eres Your 
--According to Matthew, the master was a businessman. 
According to Luke, he is of noble blood. Furthermore, while 
Vatthew merely states that the lord made a journey, Luke 
mentions explicitly that the purpose of this journey was 
to gain rule over the region in which he lived. 
Allegorically, 211 of these traits serve to make the 
identification of Christ with the nobleman all the more 
explicit _ 10% For, according to Luke, Jesus of Nazareth, 
whom God raised up and exalted as the Christ (Acts 2:32f., 
36), 1s the nobleman who now departs to the far away land 
of heaven, where, crowned in majesty, he sits at the right 
hand of God (Acts 2:53,56) and will return visibly and 
clothed in pover to manifest his rule over the region which 
is the world (Luke 21:27). 
  
103 Jeremias » Gleichnisse, pe 51. Cf. also lajor, 
OCs Cites 
LOnorval Geldenhuys Commentary on the Gospel of 
Luke (Grand Rapids?:- wm Be Eerdmans Publishing Coe, 1954), 




Historically, in regard to the hypothesis that the 
parable of the Pounds represents a fusion of two independ— 
ent stories (that of the master who called his three sleves 
to account and that of the nobleman who gained a crown), 
some commentators assert that the second story depicts a 
real historical event, namely Archeleus' journey to Home 
to obtain the throne of Herod the Great, his father. The 
important facts seem to have been the following: In 4 B.C., 
Herod the Great died and left his throne to his sons. 
Archelaus, desirous of the crown, journeyed to Rome in 
order that the emperor might confer the right of succession 
on him. But from st least two quarters he encountered op— 
position. On the one hand, Antipas contended for the same 
crown. On the other hand, the Jews, who hated and feared 
4rchelaus, opposed his nomination through the protest of 
a fifty-man delegation. Rome, however, did decide in 
favor of Archelaus, but at the same time entrusted him 
with no more than the rank of tetrarch, so that he was 
forced to divide the lands of his father with three others. 
In retaliation against this opposition, Archelaus returned 
to Palestine end executed approximately three thousand 
Jews. The argument, then, is that Jesus plays on this story 
because it was familiar to the people, though, to be sure, 
10 
he radically adapts it to suit hie own purposes. 3 
  
105;eremias, Gleichnisse, pp. 50f. Gf. also Major, 
loc. cit.; Arndt, loc. cit. 
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Whether this suggestion is true or not must remain 
undetermined... In favor of its truth is the fact that the 
Parable and the historical event do conform so admirably. 
In addition, we know from other parables that Jesus did 
not hesitate to use unsavory characters ss examples in 
his stories. +0 
On the other hand, egainst the probability of this sug- 
gestion is the factor of time, since the Archelaus event 
would already have been approximately thirty-five yesrs old 
before Jesus used it. Second, the similarity of these two 
stories could just as well be explained by the simple fact 
that it was no more than normsl procedure during the dsys 
of the Roman empire for rulers to travel to Rome in order 
to secure the emperor's favor. 107 This story, therefore, 
could be reflecting mere custom. Consequently, the only 
certain thing that we can say in this matter is that the 
Parable of the Pounds is a fusion of two earlier, inde— 
pendent stories. 10% 
mea yon V--A. Plummer notes tke sharp contrast which 
X 
Iuke draws between eed in v. 12, which refers to 
  
1006p ce, Gospels, p.- 605. 
107naersheim, op. cit., p. 466. 
108;remias, Gleichnisse, p. 59f. Cf. also Major, 
Op. cit., pp. 516ff.; Burton Scott Haston, The Gospel Accord- 
to St. Imke (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1 . 
De 263ff.3 Je Alexander Findlay, Jesus and His Parables 
London: The Epworth Press, 1951), ppe 44f. 
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the time between the Ascension and the Second Coming, 2s 
opposed to Tot oot Xe 4. Ae inv.11, which refers to the 
faulty notion that the messianic kingdom was to realize 
itself at onderte” 
v. 135. 
Stu Govdevs ... Stem wvey --vatthew 
records that the three slaves received five, two, and one 
talents, respectively, while Luke records that ten slaves 
all received the same amount, one minae In view of this, 
the commentators have raised several questions. 
In the first place, several scholars, notably Jglilicher, 
Jeremias, and Major, contend that Matthew's three slaves 
‘is a more authentic number than Luke's ten The latter 
number allegedly betrays influence from the story of the 
nobleran, since a prince would undoubtedly have to have 
111 Furthermore, even in Luke's more than three attendants. 
version only three of the slaves finally submit 2 report 
to the master. 
Against these arguments, however, is the fact that 
  
1 Onl fred Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 
on the Gospel According to St. Luke, in The International 
Gratical Gorn entary (Ft fifth edition: Edinburgh: T.@T. 
Clark, 1925), 759. Hereafter this work is referred to 
as Plummer, fakes 
10 
giilicher, op. ottde II, 487; Jeremias, Gleichnisse, 
Pe 525 Major, Ode Cc cite, p De 607 » 
111 SW 40ner, loc. cit. 
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the number ten is also a frequent Jewish symbol for con- 
pleteness.712 it is perfectly plausible that Luke's 
parable merely wants to indicate that to as many slaves 
as the nobleman had, regardless of their number, he gave 
but one mina. But this, in turn, would explain why only 
three of the slaves finally reported. They are representa— 
tive of the entire group.?23 Accordingly, Luke's number 
of ten need not be secondary. 
Second, the commentators also ask which is the more 
original, Luke's mina or Matthew's talent? Jeremias, 
B. Easton, and others assert thet the mina is original, 
mainly because a talent represents such a large sum of 
money. 21+ But we have already shown that it is impossible 
to decide this question, and for the following two reasons: 
(a) because Matthew's use of the talents corresponds per- 
fectly to the inner logic of his parable; (b) and because 
these scholars base their decision for the mina largely 
on the presupposition that a smaller figure is autonati- 
celly more authentic than a larger, or, conversely, that 
a larger figure automatically indicates redaction.?? But 
this certainly need not be the case. Therefore, neither 
  
1l2naston, op. cit., De 280. 
113Moechner, Ope cit., Dp. 181. 
on 1143 sremias, Gleichrisse, pe 52; Baston, op. Gite, De 
3 
  
15supra, pp. 55f- 
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the talents nor the minas must of necessity be viewed ag 
secondary in their respective parablese 
Again, a question is raised in regard to the varying 
amounts of entrusted money. In Matthew the ratio is 
5--3=--1, while in Luke each slave receives the same amount 
(one). The explanation for this seems to rest with the 
inner coherence of the two parables. In Natthew the 
master knew the ability of each slave and divided his 
working capital accordingly (Matthew 25:15). In Luke 
the nobleman gave each slave the same amount, precisely 
because he wanted to determine what each man was able to 
do in the face of any future governing nositions which he 
may have to offer t26 One mina for each would measure 
the varying capacities of the various slaves. 
Finally, in terms of the ronetary worth of the mina,   the commentators are fairly unanirous in agreeing with 
Arndt-Gingrich, who estimate its value at between eighteen 
and twenty dollars .-1? 
Turning now to the allegorical interpretation of the 
mina, the commentators disagree at this point just as they did 
previously in regard to the talents. The majority believe that 
  
116neylor, Ope Cite, DD» 4356- 
117amndt-Gingrich, ops Git., pe 526. 
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the mina represents the Gospel or the Word of Goa , 228 but 
one scholar thinks of it as the gift of the Holy Spirit,!+? 
129 another as opportunities of service, and still another 
8s the work of the mission. ~<~ fo us it would seem thet 
these suggestions carry us into the realm of speculation. 
The most important thing is not to determine what precisely 
the minas represent, as rather to remenber that they were 
Siven as a gift and not as a possession. 
Tyan warevensGe—extually, the manuscripts disagree 
as to whether mae TE Cee should be rendered as 
an imperative or infinitive. {hose that favor an inzini- 
¢ 
tive rendition refer aca whee aces to the clause 
4 A   that yrecegse it, namely Axe ecmrev 17425 
avTOUs (qpopuarevecee or mpaywateve 6 Gee ds 
while those that prefer an imperative rendition refer 
meogwurevonet to the clause which follows it, namely 
@v w spt Oaee ., iihen one considers the intent of 
the text, the most satisfactory solution seems to be the 
  
118 ; 
Goebel, ope Cite, p» 446. Of. also Geldenhuys, 
loc, cite; pavieon Op. Cite, pe 433; G. Campbell Morgan, 
e@ Gospel Accord to Ste Luke (New York: Tlieming H. 
Revell oa 1931), pe 247. Hereafter this latter work is 
referred to as lorgan, Luke. 
119 Ronald 8. Wallace, Many Things in Parables (London: 
Oliver &% Boyd, 1955), Pe 139. 
120p -ummond , ops cite, De 429. 
12lymuce, Parabolic Teaching, Pe 222. 
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eee ee YouymaTeve je should be grouped 
with £v o b Xenoe and rendered as direct dis- 
courses. But this, in turn, favors the Nestle text where 
WA fand revsunac is plased in the imperative nood.2 
lexically, npeymntsvsns Os. maans to “conduct or 
be engaged ir business. "1 It is idiomatic, however, and 
intends co poorey, the idea of "buying up the opportunity. "224 
eV w Epdoune —-Allegorically, this phrase refers 
to the Second Yoming of Christ. 
ve 14. 
< n 
oc WoAtTae —-Here we confront the independent 
‘material which originally belonged to the story of the 
nobleman who sought a crown. 
Allegorically, since the nobleman represents Christ, 
the citizens will most certainly refer to Christ's cnemies, 
in this cese the unbelieving Jews. ?@? This, in turn, sup- 
ports the conjecture that Jesus spoke this parable to a 
divided audience of both disciples and unbelievers, per 
126 




EMté6oVvr——'s a verb in the imperfect tense, EMCGOY 
  
122Nestle, op. cit., Iuke 19:13. 
12> ,mndt—-Gingrich, op. cite, Pe 704 
124 organ, Luke, pe 247. 
127 Plummer, luke, pe 440. 
126sypra, p. 86. 
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denotes that the hatred of the citizens toward the noble- 
man did not abate in the least; rather they "kept on 
hating him."127 
Allegorically, perhaps Luke was thinking of the un- 
ceasing opposition which the Jews had set up against 
Christ--first, during his earthly ministry, and then against 
his church (Acts 8:1). : 
ov Osdousr rovrer -- ov Gedouev emm- 
sizes the rebellious will of the citizens, and Plummer finds 
in Tovrer an echo of contempt 128 
Allegorically, Luke no doubt understood the objection 
of this delegation as the personal rejection of Jesus by 
the Jews (Luke 24:47ff.; Acts 7:51). 
v. 15. s F ‘ 
Aa Fovr« THe /fOaec ere ¥~-The nobleran 
receives the crown despite the protest of the delegation, 
and now he returns to his new kingdom. 
gliLicher asserts that because the nobleman's success 
4s rendered by a participial construction we have textual 
proof that two stories were fused at this point. In the 
original story he feels that this success would have re~ 
12 
ceived major emphasis in a major construction. 9 
  
1273urton, ope cite, pe 12. 
1285) umer » Luke, pe 440. 
| 129 st4cher, Ope Cite, p. 433 
— ——— 
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Allegorically, the kingly power which the nobleman 
receives is the crown of power which Jesus received from 
the Father in his exaltation to the right hand of God 
(Acts 2:32ff.). 
Dury Grae --The new king, upon. his return, calls 
his slaves to account. At this point, Luke's version be- 
Gins to parallel Matthew's text quite closely. for the 
implications of “settling accounts," cf. Matthew's text on 
the parable of the Talents 130 
Stemonymurcvenro --The new king desires to know 
What each slave has gained by trading. His terminology 
‘points up the consistency of Luke's parable to deal in the 
language of the commercial world (Cf. Luke 19:13). fFurther= 
more, in commanding the slaves to trade, Luke's nobleman 
4g much more specific than Matthew's businessman (there one 
must conjecture as to how the slaves employed their trust), 
and the nobleman further reveals his objective--to ascertain 
the managerial ability of his slaves. Exactly because a 
mina was of such little worth for entering into business 
would the commercial acumen of the slaves be all the more 
severely tested. 
Textually, despite the better manuscript ce > 
Seatrany wate vouat 1s to be rendered with Te 5 re 
and the singular as opposed to re with the plural. The 
 
3°supra, pp. 62f. 
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latter reading suggests that a scribe, realizing that for 
8 fact only three slaves and not “each one," i.e. all ten, 
reported, would have solved the apparent difficulty by 
changing the verb to a plural and making its reference 
general; "they" could refer to three or ten. The singular, 
then, is the more difficult reading, and Tes Te shows 
that the three are representative of all the slaves. The 
results which they reported are typical for the entire group. 
v. 16. 
; mwa 60¥—-The slaves step forward to give account. 
Their language is fitting the procedure of a king's court. 
The first two slaves do not even refer to themselves but 
huzibly state, "Thy mina has earned" ten or five minas, 
respectively (Luke 19:16,18). 
Matthew, on the other hand, permits his slaves to speak 
in the first person (Cf. Matthew 25:20,22). But this only   
points up the peculiar character of each story, not that 
the slaves in Matthew were boastful, while the slaves in 
Iuke were humble. For in Luke the man is a king who is un- 
familiar with his servants and wished to determine their 
abilities. In Matthew the man is a businessman who already 
knew his slaves so well that he could divide his wealth 
among them according to each man's ability (Matthew 25:15). 
The familiarity and unfamiliarity, respectively, of the 
two masters with their slaves explains why the one group 
addresses their lord differently from the other. 
  
99 
$axe__the first slave reports an increase of 1,000 
per cent. In Matthew's parable the first slave increased 
his holdings by but 100 per cent. Again, this points up 
the slightly different character of the parables of the 
Talents and the Pounds. Matthew's parable of the Talents 
simply contrasts diligence with unfaithfulness (the first 
two slaves both returned an increase of 100 per cent, 
while the third slave returned no increase whatsoever). 
But Iuke's parable of the Pounds not only contrasts dili- 
gence with unfaithfulness but even measures various grades 
of diligence as a comparison of the first two slaves indi- 
cates (Cf. Luke 19:16-17, 18-19). But this difference 
between the two parables, together with the others which 
have been pointed out, only serves to strengthen our post— 
ulate that the parables of the Talents and the Pounds, 
despite their basic similarity, are in many respects quite 
unique. It is inadequate, therefore, to attempt to ex- 
plain these variations, which display such a high degree 
of originality, on the basis of redaction. Rather, these 
differences stem from Jesus himself who variously adapted 
a single story to two separate occasions.+7+ 
/ 
Woe ypy*S%T O-—Arndt-Gingrich translates this verb 
with "earn in addition. 32 So the first slave has eleven 
mings. 
  
1lsupra, pp. 44ff. 
132; mat-Gingrich, op. cite, p. 720. 
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Ve we a 
tv ye--textually, 6¥ yé is to be read in place of 
ef e The latter suggests the influence of Matthew's text 
and would almost naturally be preferred, since ev a is 
a hapax legomenon.?9 In meaning, however, both adverbs 
are the same-—"excellent," "well done! "234 
2 u a 
aya Ot $evA€ --In this parable the designation 
"good slave" seems to be parallel to what Iuke also says 
of Joseph of Arimathea, namely that he was "a good . . . 
man," i.e. an upright man, a good citizen of the land 
(Luke 23:50). So the slave was a good slave, for he had 
performed his task with feithfulness, i.e. with diligence. 
The peculiar nuance of "good" in the sense of "single- 
hearted" does not seem to be so striking here as in Matthew. 
weers --Luke, as Matthew, uses reere; in the 
sense of "diligence" (Luke 12:42). In addition, Luke gives 
it an overtone of "honesty" (Cf. Luke 16:10ff.). Thus, 
in the parable of the Pounds the "feithful" slaves are 
those who have proven themselves to be diligent in work 
and trustworthy in character. WW. Arndt comes close to this 
when he translates 7¢ 6725 with "able and loyal. "239 
  
133pi1ummer, Iuke, p. 440. 
134, :ndt-Gingrich, op. cit., pp. 317, 519. 
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Woreur ——-The slave who had multiplied his mina tenfold 
is now made governor of ten cities. But even as the single 
mina, so the ten cities are not released to him as a pos— 
session, but as a trust. 
In terms of Luke's allegory the interpretation of 
these ten cities presents somewhat of a problem. For while 
it is clear that the nobleman refers to Christ, the trip 
to the far land his Ascension, the slaves Christians, and 
the citizens who hate him the Jews, yet it is a real 
question whether or not the allegory should be pressed at 
this point. Some commentators do, with the result that they 
make this parable support something like a doctrine of 
ranks or orders of reward and glory in heaven. +7© In order, 
therefore, to determine to what extent these verses (Luke 
19:16ff.) may be allegorized, and in order to understand 
the parable's story more accurately, we shall examine this 
section quite closely. The major points seem to be the fol— 
lowing: 
ae According to the text, the first slave, who mlti- 
plied his one mina by ten minas, is rewarded with thu 
governorship of ten cities (luke 19:17). ‘The second slave, 
who multiplied his one mina by five minas, is rewarded with 
the governorship of five cities (Iuke 19:19). Finally, the 
  




third slave, who produces no increase, is charged with 
infidelity and must surrender his one mina to the first 
Slave (Luke 19:22,24). 
b. Luke's text nowhere states that the minas were 
distributed according to the ability of each slave. It 
emphasizes only that each slave received an equal amount. 
Accordingly, we may draw the following conclusions: (1) 
the presupposition of the text is that each slave had 
equal opportunity to multiply his mina, i.e. all could 
have turned in the same amount; (2) the amount of return 
which each slave produced, therefore, measures his fidelity; 
(3) contrariwise, it is out of harmony with the parable to 
attribute the varying returns of the slaves to varying 
abilities, for ability, as we just noted, is of no import 
in this parable. 
ee 
c. The first slave, who returned ten minas, therefore, 
is the parable's example of complete fidelity. But the 
second slave, who returned five minas, already exhibits a 
type of half=-heartedness. The third slave, who returned 
nothing but hig original trust, is the parable's exemple 
of sloth. 
? d. iIuke's parable, then, emphasizes varying degrees 
of fidelity in the face of equal opportunity. The sharpest 
distinction comes at the point of the third slave ss 
opposed to the first two sleves, but a point of comparison 




differences are emphasized in the text by the various 
ways in which the master hendles each man who gives ac— 
count-—-he not only rewards the first slave but praises hin 
as well (Luke 19:17); he does not praise the second slave 
but only rewards him (Luke 19:19); he neither praises 
nor rewards the third slave, but condemns him (Luke 19:22ff.). 
e, Accordingly, the truth which the parable expresses 
at this point is the following: that even as the nobleman 
rewarded his slaves according to the varying degrees of 
their fidelity, so Jesus likewise will reward his Christiane 
according to the varying degrees of their fidelity. 
£. Such a teaching, however, does not substantiate 
any doctrine of ranks or orders of glory and reward in 
heeven. It states simply that Jesus expects full fidelity 
from his disciples, and that fidelity is rewarded propor-   tionately. It specifies neither the "how" nor the "when" 
he rewards, merely "that" he rewards. Sound judgment, then, 
demands thet any doctrine concerning ranks or orders of 
rewards be based en clear passages, not on an allegorical 
perable. In terms of the story in the pvarable, therefore, 
Guke 19:17ff. refer to the varying rewards which the first 
two slaves received-—ten cities and five cities, respectively. 
Allegorically, these verses state that Christ rewards his 
followers according to the measure of their fidelity. But 
how Be -does this, or that this means that he will establish 
renks of glory in heaven cannot be determined on the basis 
of this parable. 
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In comparison with Matthew's parable, Iuke's version 
displays both a uniqueness and a similarity. In Metthew's 
text one finds the following: there is s careful consider 
ation of euch men's ability (Matthew 25:15); the first two 
Slaves sre set on an equel plane (Matthow 25:21;23); and 
& distinction is drawn only between absolute fidelity and 
sloth. But in Luke one finds these characteristice: 
there is no consideration of personsl ability; no two 
Slaves are placed on the same level; ond there is a dif~ 
ferentiation between complete fidelity, half-heartedness, 
and sloth. On the other hand, both parsbles are the same, 
in thst they both exhort the disciples to absolute fidelity 
ead tesch that this fidelity will be rewarded. 
vv. 18, 19. 
o Sevres, ate rerre mejtule -—The second 
Slave, who increased his trust by 500 per cent, reports in 
the same manner as the first slave. in proportion to his 
increase, the second slave receives five cities. He is not 
praised by the master, however, and this indicates thet he 
could have dons vetier.19? 
Ve 20. 
e 
—- .0 ane. —-Arndt catches the full force of this word 
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with the following paraphrase: "the one that was dif- 
ferent."3° \nere the first two slaves had proven then- 
selves diligent and trustworthy, this slave did not. 
a 7 
emenccacryy SovSyerw> -—lihile the first 
two slaves engaged in trade, this slave attempted to do 
no more than to preserve his entrusted mina by laying it 
away in a napkin. But in so doing, te displays an even 
Greater indifference towards his trust than the third slave 
of Matthew's parabie.!?9 Tne third slave there at least 
observed the prescribed legal precautions for the safekeep- 
ing of money, something which this slave did not 10 
As far as their character is concerned, the third 
Blavesof both parables are identical. for the great dif- 
ference in the amounts which each slave had been entrusted 
($1,000 as compared with $20) would certainly determins the 
lengths to which each man would go to protect the trust. 
So both slaves were slothful. 
v. 2l. : : 
av ETI MS ——As in the case of Matthew's parable, 
this slave, too, sees but one course of action--to attempt 
141 
to justify his own failure by slandering the character of 
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his master. But where that slave described his lord as 
CK A 4005 , this slave is more cautious, 
since 
“V8 90d 5 ("severe," "exacting" )2*2 can, 
under circum- 
stances, be used in a positive sense, something 
which fails 
exhyees entirely.1/? But in the last analysis both 
slaves want to say the same thing--that their 
master is 
greedy. That this charge is false in 
both instances is 
reflected in each master's dealings with the 
first two 
slaves (Matthew 25:21,25)3; Luke 19 817,19) 
—/ 34 
/ 
yn MYS oo £O4KK5 +> Grae fees sucks 
E6TEC #5 --In comparison with Matthew, Luke has 
inverted the pener of this series and exchanged 
vv yur 
ene Scecxos Te ous in favor of 
CC ae cs elis 
£Cs W<5 = By 80 doings Luke retains Matthew's 
picture 
of the harvest, but in place of the 
4llustration of the 
threshing floor Luke substitutes a 
scene related to banking 
practice. “Picking up what you did not 
lay down," 1.€. 
collecting interest on another person's 
deposit, is pro- 
verbial for “a rapacious indivi
dual 144 This is the com=- 
ss Se eh 
mentary on XVOTH MOS . 
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te TOU éTEmaros cov necres ee aaa 
little as the master accepted the cherges of the third 
slave in Metthew's parable, even less does the king stand 
for such accusations here. He seizes the very argument which 
the sleve hos raised snd drives it sd absurdun, 16 
wevyrt Sov dc --The third slave represents a con— 
plete antithesis to the first Slave, whom the king praised 
8s ayo Oe SevAc (Iuke 19:17). Where thst slave 
was diligent and trustworthy, this slave is wicked, i.e. 
of the opposite character (in Luke's lenguage the third 
slave is as differant from the first slave as "light" is 
from "darkness" (Luke 11:54), or as "good man" who produces 
"good" is different from an “evil man" who produces "evil" 
(Luke 6:45)). ‘Thus, even as Matthew, +? luke wants to say 
that the behevior of the third slave should have been the 
exact cpposite of whst it was, i.e. he should have been 
diligent. 
Ve 25. ; ‘ . Se a 5 , 
Kae See Th ovn cBunas qonne Jar 
—-This is the second of the two rhetoricel questions which 
the king employs to convict the wicked slsve on the basis 
of his own argument. Had the slave réally feared the king 
emt eameene 
W6supra, pe 75- 




as he asserts, then he would have found some way to have 
carried on business with the mina, even if it were no more 
than delivering it to the bankers who could have sarned 
interest for hin. 
Tears gy .. Texes --A £111 discussion of the 
implications of these terms as well es that of Pelestinian 
benking practices may be found in Matthew's text on the 
parable of the Talents.148 
ve 24. 
Teese Tabey——In regard to the story of the parable, 
mwek 4 Tesev most probebly refers to the king's 
attendants, courtiers, or bodyguard who stood sround him 
as he held court. 49 
dllegorically, R. Trench finds a reference in this 
term to the angels who stznd about the throne of God ready 
to carry out his command. +79 We hesitate te do this, pri- 
Mmerily because such sllegorization lscks support in the 
clear passages of Luke. ‘ 5 = 
weave... dere TY TYD Sen moras 
-~A number of commentators assert that v. 24 is out of 
charocter with the rest of the parable, since the giving 
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of the one mina to a man who has already become governor 
of ten cities appears quite ridiculous? 7+ But this is 
only true if one considers the amounts involved rather than 
the significence of the king's action. 
First of all, the transfer of the one mins should 
probably be understood as a symbolical transfer of interests. 
According to this, whatever cities or territory the first 
Slave should have received are now placed under the con- 
trol of one who is competent to govern then. 
Furthermore, the importance of this action is not that 
the ten-mina slave received an additional gift, but that 
the one-mina slave loses all that he has. The parable is 
now reaching its climax. It has alresdy described how the 
most faithful slave was rewarded. Its task now is to 
depict the fate of the slave who did nothing. So the flow 
of the story is ignored if one refers the attention of 
this action to the first slave rather than t» the third. 
Ve 25. 
Kynce, rf =< Sere Mees --In harmony with 
the interpretation of Twos6 riéeer in vy. 24, the 
"they" of ve 25 would also refer to the bystanders, though 
some commentators believe that it refers to the crowd about 
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Jesus who interrupts him at this point 
152 At any rates 
it is an interjection, and some 
translators have correctly 
recognized this by enclosing Ve 25, 
in a parenthesis 293 
Of greater importence 4s a 
proper understanding of 
the orientation of ve 25-5 As it 
stands in the parable, 
ve 25 must be considered in connection 
with ve 26. Ve 26, 
in turn, specifies the principle 
according to which the 
entire action of the parable is 
to be clarified. The 
function of ve» 25, then, 1s to 
heighten the contrast stated 
in v. 26--that he who has, receives 
more. But this orientation 
4g misunderstood when commentaries 
us¢ V« 25 to focus at- 
tention on the ten-mina slave, 
instead of viewing it as 4 
preparation for what follows >" 
Textually, some commentators 
consider ve 25 to be 
secondary 155 This question, 
however, can only be answered 
in the light of v. 26.17 
ve 26. j 
Ary WJ H-Tf vy. 25 is held 
to be an interjection on 
the 
part of the bystanders 
in the court of the ki
ng, then the 
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king himself is the subject of Agra . But if v. 25 
refers to the crowd about Jesus, then Asyes falls out 
of the pareble and refers to Jesus’ direct adizess to the 
crowd. 17 This Latter interpretation hardly suits the 
text, however, since y. 27 unmistaknbly returns to the sit- 
uation of the parable's story. 
Fuvre TQ tXovre SoOyeetec wre Je 
rev ay £ Xevres wun & 8Xee wo Gy esTue 
--V. 26 represents the climax of the parable. It explains 
the previous action of the Btbry: as follows: The "ones who 
had" were the slaves who earned ten snd five minas, respec- 
tively. What they received wes the governorship of ten and 
five cities, respectively. The “one who had not" was the 
Slave who hid his mine in a uupkin and esrned nothing. What 
he lost, then, was what he had, namely, the one mins. 
Hany commentstors hold v. 26 to be an isolsted logion 
of Jesus which later tradition attached to this paruble. 
For a discussion of this problem, we refer the reader to 
Matthew's parable of the Talents.17° 
V. 26 further brings us to the tertium comparstionis 
of Luke's parable of the Pounds. We stete this as follows: 
  
Even as the nobleman in the story snirusted 3 certsin amount 
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With it while he was absent, and even as he then returned 
from his journey and called them to account, rewarding 
those who were faithful in provortion to their dilircence, 
Sondemming him who was unfaithful, and killing his enemies, 
80 Jesus in like manner entrusts his wealth (work) to his 
Christians (church), commands them to perform their tasks 
  
    
  
_his enemies. Just as the parable of the Talents, so this 
parable, too, exhorts Christians to absolute diligence 159 
It 1s part of Christian paraenesis, and it dces not neglect 
to warn the unbelievers of punishment. 
Ve 27-6 
Tavs <XGoors ee e mye yy iTE eee 
Kat efx & aT E --V. 27 once wore introduces the special 
material of the story which deals with the nobleman who 
Sought a crown. It records in true oriental feshion the i 
revenge which the new king exercises against those citizens 
who h2ted him and opposed his appeal for the Rpreneee 
Allegorically, in reference to v- 14, the enemies of 
the new king refer to the Jews, and when one remembers that 
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Inke's Gospel was written after the dectruction of 
Jerusalem, ?° it is doubtless that Luke also had this 
event in mind as he included this parable in his Gospel. °" 
Theologically, lieyer understands this expression "as 
shadowing forth the completeness o: the condemmuticn to 
everlasting death at the final judgaent, "+9? 
_fextually, the Bezae includes Nutthew 25:70 at the 
end of the parable of the Younds. This would seem to be 
an interpolation reflecting the influence of Matthew's text 
on Luke's text. 
“™ 3. The Problems of the Sitz im Leben of the Parables of 
  
the Talents and the rounds 
Before we summarize our work, it is uecessary to deal 
with the problem of the Sitz im ieben of the parables of | 
the Talents and the “ounds. ‘This hus been the concern of 
ic
) 
especially ©. H. Dodd and J. Jeremias. These swo scholars 
r c recogaize three such Sitz im lseben—~one for each stage 
development through which the parables heave traveled. 
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According to C. He Dodd, the parables of the Talents 
and the Pounds represent a single story. The original 
Sitz iim Leben is to be foumd in Jesus' conversation with 
& typical Jew who was a member of the crowds which followed 
“after him, i.e. 
the tyne of pious Jew who comes in for so much 
criticism in the Gospele. He secks personal secur—- 
ity in a meticulous observance of the Law. « » e 
Meanwhile, by @ policy of selfish exclusiveness, he 
makes the religion of Israel barren. Simple folk, 
publicans and sinners, Gentiles, have no benefit 
from the Pharisaic observance of hoe Law, and God 
has no interest on His capital .L6 
Thus, concludes Dodd, "The parable . . » was intended to 
le2dé such persons to see their conduct in its true light. 
They are not giving God His own; they are defrauding 
Him ot 165 
The second stase of development, according to Dodd, 
Comes when 
the early Church makes use of the parable for var= 
aenetic purposes , applying it as an illustration of 
the maxim, “To him that hath shall be given.” It is 
at this stage that the form of the parable underlying 
Matthew and Luke was fixed in tradition.16 
Finally, the third stage of develonment, 2s Dodd out- 
lines it, is when "the 'paraenetic' motive is superseded 
or supplemented by the ‘eschatological’ interest 2167 
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Matthew reflects this in the position he gives the parable, 
and uke does so through his introduction (Luke 13:11). 
This three-stage development formulated by Dodd is 
Bupported by Jeremias. The one difference, however, is that 
the letter prefers to understand the original Sits im Leben 
  
  
in terms of Jesus’ proclamation tc the sliders cof 
especislly the "goribes, "8 Bxplained in these terns, 
the criginel parable would be interpreted as follows: 
Grosses ist ihnen Anvertraut: Cobttes Wort. <Aber wie 
die Knechte im Gleichnis werden sie in B&lde Rechen- 
schatt ablegen muissen, wie sie dés anvertraute Gut 
verwendet haben: ob sie es nach Gottes Willen ge- 
nutzt haben oder ob sie, dem dritten Kneshte gleich, 
durch Selbstsucht und leichtfertige Nissachtung der 
Gabe Gottes verleitet, das Wort Gottes um seine 
Wirkung gebracht haben.169 
Dodd and Jeremiss, then, agree in a three-stage develop- 
ment of a single, original parable whereby each one finds 
a life-situation to correspond with each step in the tradi- | 
tion's growth. An examination of this scheme, however, 
leads us to the conclusion that such a pattern is at best 
a hypothetical construction. The proof for this can most 
easily be demonstrated by an analysis of three of the 
principles on which the foregoing theories rests. These 
principles are the following: 
ae Dodd and Jeremias assume that the original parable, 
as Jesus spoke it, is to be réconstructed on the basis of 
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those traits which the parables of the Talents and the 
Pounds have in common. Accordingly, they develop an 
original story and then attempt to fit it into a life sit- 
uation which they believe is in harmony with what they kmow 
of the times of Jesus .t/° 
be They further assume that any deviations which these 
two texts contain are to be traced to the hand of a redactor. 
For example, Matthew 25:21,23--"enter into the joy of your 
lord"--and vatthew 25:30--"throw the worthless slave into 
the darlmess outside"--are Christological “additions” which 
stem from Matthew because Luke's text has no corresponding 
171 
counterparts . Likewise, Luke's second story of the noble- 
man who secks a crown is also redactionary editing, because 
these same verses fail in vatthew +! 
Ce Finally, Dodd and Jeremias assume that it is com- 
ton in the history of the synoptic tradition that logia 
of Jesus were often inserted into a context in which they 
were not origin2l. So Matthew 25:30 and Luke 19:26 are 
secondary--a logion interpolation.‘ 
An analysis of these views leads us to raise the fol- 
lowing considerations : 
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ae In the first place, these principles involve a 
high incidence of conjecture. For it is impossible to 
ever establish their accuracy or validity. It is impos— 
sible to compare the alleged original story which these 
principles postulate against the original story as it 
actually was told, since we nowhere possess that first 
narrative. We have it only as it reflects itself through 
the parables of the Talents and the Pounds. But if the 
accuracy of these principles cannot be demonstrated, then 
certainly the results they derive can be no more than 
hypothetical. Therefore, the scheme which Doddand Jeremias 
set up is at best a hypothetical construction. 
be Dodd and Jeremias, by attempting to tell us exactly 
how Jesus related the original story, have made principles 
based on conjecture the norm by which one determines what 
Jesus could or could not have said. But one can hardly 
assert thet Jesus restricted his behavior and speech to 
any set pattern which our principles can accurately deter- 
mine. Consequently, this means that we have no absolute 
method for distinguishing between later redaction and orig- 
inal tradition. Once again, therefore, the construction 
of Dodd and Jeremias is at best hypothetical. 
ce. Furthermore, these principles contradict them- 
selves. For according to principle "a" Matthew 25:30 and 
Luke 19:26, statements which Matthew and Luke share in 
almost identical fashion, must be judged to have been a 
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genuine part of the original story. According to 
principle "c" however, these verses are to be judged as 
secondary=—a logion added in the course of the tradition. 
Depending, then, upon the interaction of principles "a" and 
"oe" the whole second stage of development postulated by 
Dodd and Jeremias could either be established or repudiated. 
But this very fact reflects once more how hypothetical this 
three-stage development is. 
ad. Last, the Sitz im Leben which Dodd and Jeremias 
finally derive for the original story does not even flow 
out of the principles by which they establish the develop— 
ment of the text. It stems, rather, from their respective 
views of the situation of Jesus. Thus, Dodd, in looking 
at the reconstructed, original story through the eyes of 
the Old Testament, believes that it was spoken to the 
ordinary, pious Jew.t/+ Jeremias, out of other considera— 
tions, says that the first Sitz im Leben was Jesus' attack 
on the leaders of the Jews, especially the scribes.!/? 
But these different views, in turn, demonstrate that per— 
sonal presupposition, not the text itself, have made the 
final decision about the original Sitz im Leben. 
In view of these four considerations, we are justified 
in making the following observations in regard to the Sitz 
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im Leben which our parables have served: 
a. Exegetically, one can distinguish with certainty 
between only two Sitz im Leben-—that from the time of | 
Jesus and that from the time of the evangelists. Anything 
beyond this is largely speculative. That we are justified 
in handling these Sitz im Leben is apparent from the fact 
that these parables stem from Jesus, on the one hand, and 
that they have been incorporated by the evangelists into 
their respective Gospels, on the other. 
be When we consider the texts of these parables,+/© 
the many variations between the two stories suggests that 
Jesus spoke them in two different situations on two dif- 
ferent occasions. Their fundamental relatedness, however, 
leads one to conclude that in each situation Jesus vari- 
ously adapted a single, original Jewish story to suit his 
own purposes. But beyond this it is difficult to conclude 
anything regarding the Sitz im Leben which these parables 
served in the life of Jesus. 
c. Concerning the Sitz im Leben of these parsbles in _™ 
the Gospels, both Matthew and Luke interpreted that version 
of the story which he received in both an eschatological 
and allegorical mame This is seen, on the one hand, 
from the context in which the evangelist placed his parable 
(Matthew), or by the way in which he indicates that it 
  





Bhould be interpreted (Luke 19:11). 
With certainty, therefore, we may say no more than the 
following about the development of these purables: First, 
there was the original Jewish story which we can recon- 
Struct with more or less accuracy by comparing the texts 
of Matthew and Luke. In regard to this story's Sitz im 
Leben in the Jewish tradition we can make certain observa- 
tions, as we shall in our closing remarks, but in the last 
analysis we can only conjecture. Next followed the adoption 
and adaptation of this Jewish story by Jesus on two dif- 
ferent occasions under different circumstances. Outside 
of what Matthew and Iuke report about this Sitz im Leben 
(Matthew--Mount of Olives to the disciples; Iuke-~before 
Jerusalem to the crowds), we have no independent way of 
investigating these circumstances. In the third place, 
we have the Sitz im Leben of the evangelists where they 
record these parables in their Gospels as we have then, 
and where they interpret them eschatologically and allegor- 
ically. Of any other stage of development which may have 
existed between Jesus and the evangelists we can sey 
nothing with certainty. 
—_—— 
CHAPTER V 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PARABLES OF THE 
TALENTS AND THE POUNDS 
In view of the preceding work, we are now in a posi- 
tion to attempt to answer the question::posed at the begin- 
ning of this paper--what is the relationship between the 
parable of the Talents in St. Matthew and the parable of 
the Pounds in St. Iuke? This relationship may be formu 
lated under the following headings: 
1. Both parables share a common foundation——the 
Story of the master who proves the fidelity of his slaves. 
As nearly as we can tell, this story told of a wealthy 
man, who, in going on a long journey, entrusted his slaves 
with a certain portion of his wealth. He allowed them to 
use their trust as they saw fit, but upon his return, he 
demanded that they give an account of their action. ‘In 
giving account, the first two slaves presented their master 
with a return and thus proved that they had been diligent 
and faithful in furthering his interests. The third slave, 
on the other hand, had done nothing and could present no 
return. He sought to excuse himself, but on the basis of 
his own arguments the master proved that he had been indo- 
lent and unfaithful. The result was that the master re- 
warded the first twe slaves but punished the third by de- 
priving him of the trust he had neglected. The point of 
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the story rested with the contrast between the first two 
Slaves as compared with the third, and the moral was a 
call to diligence and faithfulness by exhorting the hearers 
not to be like the third slave. 
It is difficult to tell, of course, but it seems 
likely that this original story msy heave been of Jewish 
origin.+ Some of our reasons for arriving 2t this conclu- 
sion are the following: (a) in general, the legal relation- 
ships and the banking practices which both parables pre- 
suppose harmonize with the business customs of Palestine; 
(b) more specifically, the practice of saving money by 
hiding it in the earth or in some type of bag was a famil— 
iar practice among the Jews; (c) furthermore, the cordial 
relationship between master and slaves, especially the 
exceptional confidence which the lord placed in his ser— 
vants, on the whole (though not exclusively) corresponds 
to the conditions of Palestinian slavery somewhat better 
than those which prevailed in most of the other lands of 
the Roman empire; (d) last, some of the most important words 
and expressions of the original story, such as "calling to 
account," "lord" (ayoses ), "good" ¢ yates ), and 
"wicked" ( Tergs0s ), axe words and expressions steeped 
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in Jewish religion and tradition; as such, they would be 
especially suited for a Jewish audience and would have 
enriched the story with a deeper dimension. For at least 
these reasons, therefore, it is justifiable to assume 
that the original story was of Jewish origin. 
2. Despite the similarity o£ a common story, however, 
each parable displays a distinct individuality. 
This can be seen most clearly when one takes note of 
  
the differences between these two parables. The most ob- 
vious difference is that Luke's parable does not hold to 
the pattern of the originsl story so closely es does 
Matthew's. Rather, Luke presents a fusion of two stories 
--that of the master and his slaves, together with that 
of the nobleman who gains a crown. In this fusion, however, 
the latter story is distinctly subordinate to the formers. 
In addition, there are numerous minute differences 
such as the following: Ike presents an introduction 
which Matthew does not; in Matthew the master is a business— 
man, in Luke he is 2 nobleman; in Matthew he has three 
slaves, in Iuke he has at least ten; in Matthew he dis— 
tributes talents, in Luke he distributes minas; in Matthew 
the third slave digs a hole in the earth, in Iuke he wraps 
the mina in a napkin; in Matthew both of the first two i 
slaves increase their trust by 100 per cent, in Luke the 
ratio of increase between these same two slaves is 1,000 
per cent to 500 per cent; in Matthew the faithful slaves 
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enter into the joy of their lord, in Imke they ere made 
governors of cities; in Matthew the third slave argues 
with two pictures from the harvest, in Luke he uses one 
picture from the harvest and one banking illustration; in 
Matthew there is no mention made of bystanders, in Luke 
the king has attendants; in Matthew the slave is cast into 
outer darkness, in luke it seems as if he only loses his 
trust, but there is the further slaughtering of the con- 
trary citizens. In the face of all of these differences, 
then, it is impossible to deny the individuality of each 
of these parables. 
3. This tension between similarity and dissimilarity 
  
The strength of this position becomes clear when one 
considers its alternatives. For if we reject this explana—- 
tion, then either we are going to have to assert that the 
parables of the Talents and the Pounds represent a single 
parable of Jesus which in the course of the tradition was 
so radically redacted in two different directions that it 
finally became possitle for the separate versions of 
Matthew and Luke to arise, or we are going to have to as- 
sert that the versions of Matthew and Luke are two com= 
pletely separate parables which stend in no particular 
relationship to each other. 
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But both of these alternatives fail. The first one 
fails because the demand simply overextends itself to 
claim that such extensive variations are due to the same 
parable traveling through the procesees of redactions For, 
&@s nearly as we can tell, nowhere else in the synoptics 
can one find @ similar example where common material can 
be demonstrated to have been so thoroughly re-edited. Then,   too, if Matthew and Luke themselves are not responsible for 
these diversions, as Jeremias asserts, then this redaction 
ust have taken place before the composition of these Gosnels. 
But then it becomes even more difficult to explain; first, 
because of the close proximity of the material to its original 
sources, and second, because it was most probably the rigid, 
Jewish laws of transmission which controlled the develop-= 
ment of the early Christian tradition. Consequently, the 
first alternative must be rejected. 
The second alternative also failse For the assumption 
that the Talents and the Pounds are two, completely dif- 
ferent parables ignores the fact that they demonstrate a 
very particular relationship to each other, namely, that 
in regard to the outline and the tertium comparationis they 
are essentially the same. The strong similarities of both 
parables, then, renders this second explanation inadeauate e 
Our conclusion, then, stands. In view of the tension be- 
tween these two parables, both in terms of their sim
ilarities and 





























told the same basic story on two separate occasions, 
adapting it differently each time. 
4. Because each evangelist transmits a different ver- 
Sion of the same story, these two parables could hardly 
stem from a single Q@ pericope, but must be traced to the 
sources FM and L, respectively. 
In Huck's Synopsis » the parables of the Pounds and 
the Talents are placed side by side. This tends to give 
the impression that thay represent common material taken 
from Qe But this is impossible, since, as we have already 
pointed out, the similarity of these two parables is not 
to be explained in terms of @ single @ parable which was 
redacted by Matthew and Luke, but it is to be explained in 
terms of an original Jewish story which Jesus varied on 
two different occasionse Matthew and Luke, then, each 
present one of these versions, and e2ch version, in turn, 
can only be attributed to M and L, respectively. 
5. In regard to their content, both parables are 
eschatological parables in the narrower sense of the term, 
iee. they both relate to the Final Judgment and the Second 
Coming of Christe. 
This occurs, however, within the theological structure 
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of two quite differently oriented Gospeis. MNstthew writes 
his Gospel fzom the perspective of eschetology, and he dis— 
tinguishes between that which is realized and that which 
is future. In simple terms, this mevns that the eschaton 
  
has already come, for it was ushered in with the earthly 
_ appearance of Jesus of Nazareth; it also means, however, 
that the eschaton is a future reality, for the Pinel Judg—- 
  
ment is still to be awaited. So Matthew's Gospel stands 
in a tension. it teaches that the end is here, but that 
the end of the end is not. 
iuke, on the other hend, writes fxsom a point of view 
which depicts history much in the form of a line. Accord= 
ing to his scheme, though 2 new ege certainly did dawn 
in the appearance of Jesus of Nazareth, nevertheless, this 
is not the eschaton. Rather, the eschaton is to be identi- 
    
fied exclusively with the Second Coming of Christ and the 
Final Day of Judgment. Accordingly, Luke's eschatological 
consciousness tukes on a narrower perspective than that of 
Motthew. Borrowing Motthew's terminology, Luke's eschatology 
refers only to the "end of the end." 
At the point of the parables of the Talents and the 
Pounds, however, the perspectives of both evangelists meet. 
For the perable of the Talents refers to futurist eschatol- 
ogy, i.e. the Second Coming of Christ, exactly as the par- 
able of the Pounds. ‘Thus, despite the divergent orientation 




in respect to the pavubles of the Talents and the Pounds, 
both evangelists stand on the sane spot. 
6. Furthermore, both parubles are aliogorical parables, 
for each evangelist attributes 4 significance to the 
characters and events of his story which stands beyond their 
literal mesning. 
This is undeniable, since Natthew proves it by means 
of his context (Matthew 24-25) and luke by means of the very 
text itself (Luke 15:11). In greater detail, this means 
that the businessman in Matthew and the nobleman in Luke 
represent Christ, that his journey to a far-off land refers 
to his Ascension into heaven, tiaat his returm refers to the 
Second Coming, that the slaves refer to Christians, that 
the enomies in luke refer to the unbelieving Jews, that 
the entrusted wealth is the work of the church, thet the 
‘calling to account is the Final Judgment, that the blessings 
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refer to heaven, and that the punishments refer to damna— 
tion. In all of these instsnces, the evangelists escribe 
an allegorical interpretation to the literel story of these 
parables. 
On the other hand, while both parables are unnistak— 
ably allegorical, it is necessary not to force then in this 
direction. It is an error to make Luke's parable prove a 
doctrine of ranks of rewards or orders of glory in heaven 
on the basis that one slave receives ten cities while the 






parables--the talents and the minas--with a precise mean- 
ing, or to use the instance of the bankers to prove that 
Christians literally are to do business for the church. 
Such interpretations as these enjoy neither the support 
of the "clear" passages of these Gospels, nor are they sug- 
gested by the parables themselves or their contextse Sound 
judgment, then, demands that the exegete does not go fur- 
ther in his allegorizing than the texts themselves indicate. 
7. Both parables also serve Christian paraenesis<-= 
they exhort Christians to absolute diligence in the tasks 
of the Savior. 
The strength of this assertion rests on 2 comparison 
of the tertium comparationis-.of each parablee These two 
statements differ somewhat in their respective wordings, ; 
but essentially they both state the same truth--that even 
@s the master in the story upon his return called his : 
Slaves to account whereby their diligence or their wfaith- 
fulness was proved, so Christ, too, at the time of his 
Second Coming, will call Christians to account, and their 
diligence or unfaithfulness will be proved. The major 
emphasis of both parables, then, lies in the contrast be- 
tween the first two slaves as opposed to the third slave. 
The call they send out is, "Christians, be diligent in the 
tasks of the Savior’ Don't be like the third slave\" 
But such an imperative must be classified with 




Christian teaching (works) in contrast to the proclama-— 
tion of saving Grace. For to Christians, who already stand 
in Grace, this imperative is a dynamic c2a11 to disciple- 
ship. It is the necessary “other half" of the Grace they 
have already received, as is demonstrated in the following 
statement: You are my disciples (Grace); therefore, be 
my disciples (works)% To anyone outside of Grace, however, 
this same call becomes no more than hellow moralism. 
That this distinction must be emphasized is clearly 
pointed out by our texts. According to Matthew, Jesus 
spoke the parable of the Talents exclusively to the disciples; 
according to Luke, Jesus spoke the parable of the Pounds 
primarily to the disciples (in Luke's case, the text secms 
to indicate that there were others present besides Jesus’ 
disciples, for which reason the threat of Luke 19:27 is 
presente Hence, Luke's parable preaches law to the out- 
siders but presents a Gospel imperative to the disciples). 
Thus, both evangelists, who record the same call to dili- 
gence in the tasks of the Savior, directed it to those who 
already stood in Grace. This imperative, then, is a Gospel 
imperative, and it is to be classified under Christian 
paraenesise 
8. Finally, the examination of these parables allows 
us both to appreciate the progress of present day parable 
exegesis as well as to consider its principal danger e 
It is impossible to undertake a serious study of the
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parables today without at once appreciating the notable 
contributions which several of the great scholars have 
made in this field. A. Jlilicher achieved a distinct 
victory for parable exegesis when he broke it from the 
shackels of the traditional allegorical method of inter- 
pretation. OC. H. Dodd, too, rendered a decisive contri- 
bution when he emphasized first, that exegetes must take 
cognizance of the various Sitz im Leben which each parable 
has served, and second, that it was not general moralities 
which the parables intended to preach, but the mission and 
message of Jesus. Finally, J. Jeremias also has advanced 
this field, and in the following ways: he completed what 
Dodd had only begun by examining all of the parables in- 
stead of a select few; he searched for the full message of 
Jesus in place of the single doctrine of realized eschatol- 
ogy; and he demonstrated the importance of distinguishing 
between tradition and redaction within the parable pericopes 
by drawing up his several laws of redaction. All of these 
contributions have opened new horizons for parable exegesis, 
and the fresh attention which the parables have once again 
received prove this fact. 
At the same time, these very contributions have also 
rendered parable exegesis vulnerable to at least one major 
danger—-that of speculation and fabrication. For when a 
scholar’s work reveals that he assumes that one can distin- 
guish absolutely within the text between tradition and 
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redaction, or when scholars begin to formulate absolute 
descriptions of the situation in which Jesus told a parable, 
or when a scholar deals with the Gospels in such a way that 
he interprets them directly and solely out of the time of 
the evangelist, or, above all, when all of this preceding 
type of work ultimately rests on the ability of the indi- 
vidual to work with an almost perfect degree of accuracy 
behind the text (something which is at once impossible by 
reason of the subjective nature of such work), then one 
sees parable exegesis running the real danger of entering | 
into pure speculation and fabrication. ‘working behind the 
text is both necessary and valuable. But when the scholar 
does this, he must realize that he is no longer working 
with certainties, but with variables. 
The recent contributions to parable exegesis, there- 
fore, are not in the least minimal; but they have also 
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